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Abstract 

For the past forty years footwear traction has been thought to be one of the causes of non-

contact lower extremity injury in sport. Previous studies have shown that rotational 

traction was associated with ACL injury, however, no studies have determined the 

relationship between footwear traction, both translational and rotational, and all lower 

extremity non-contact injuries. Therefore, the purposes of this thesis were to 1) determine 

if a relationship exists between an athlete’s specific footwear traction (both translational 

and rotational) and lower extremity non-contact injury and 2) determine how 

independently altering translational and rotational traction affects ankle and knee joint 

loading. 

 

Over the course of three years, 555 athletes had their footwear traction tested on the 

actual playing surface; either an artificial or natural grass field. The athletes were 

followed over each season and any injury that they sustained during a game was recorded 

by certified athletic therapists on site at the field.  

 

No differences in injury rate were seen between the artificial and natural grass surfaces. 

A relationship was found between rotational traction and lower extremity non-contact 

injury, with increases in rotational traction leading to an increase in injury rate. A 

relationship was also seen between translational traction and injury with the mid-range of 

translational traction leading to a higher injury rate.  
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To determine how translational and rotational traction affect injury mechanism, three 

shoes were constructed that had independent alterations in translational and rotational 

traction. The footwear conditions consisted of a control shoe, a low rotational traction 

shoe and a high translational traction shoe. Joint loading was calculated with inverse 

dynamics on 10 athletes performing a v-cut and an s-cut movement in the three footwear 

conditions.  

 

The results indicate that both rotational traction as well as translational traction can affect 

the ankle and knee joint loading during football related movements. Coupled with the 

results of the injury study, although less clear for translational traction, it is believed that 

these increases in joint loading (joint moments and angular impulses) in the transverse 

and frontal plane are one of the possible mechanisms in terms of lower extremity non-

contact injury.  
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Preface 

 

The following three chapters are based on scientific manuscripts: 

 

Chapter 3 Wannop, J.W., Luo, G., & Stefanyshyn D.J. (2009). Wear Influences 

Footwear Traction Properties In Canadian High School Football. 

Footwear Science, Vol. 1(3), 121-127. 

 

Chapter 4 Wannop, J.W. & Stefanyshyn, D.J. (2012). The Effect of Normal 

Load, Speed and Moisture on Footwear Traction. Footwear Science, 

Vol. 4(1), 37-43. 

 

Chapter 5 Wannop, J.W., Luo, G., & Stefanyshyn, D.J. (2012). Footwear 

Traction at Different Areas on Artificial and Natural Grass Fields. 

Sports Engineering, Vol. 15(2), 111-116. 

 

 

All chapters and subchapters were written in a manuscript-based style. Thus, some 

chapters may contain redundant information mainly in the “introduction” and the 

“methods” section when the rationale and methods of the studies were similar.  
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Chapter One: Introduction 

In Canada, the leading cause of injury in adolescents is sport (King et al. 1998), with as 

many as 78% of sport injuries being located in the lower extremity (Emery et al. 2005). 

These include injuries to the knee (e.g. anterior cruciate ligament (ACL), patellar 

tendiopathy), ankle (e.g. lateral ankle sprains), and thigh (e.g. hamstring injuries). 

 

American Football is one of the most popular sports in high school, being played in more 

than 14,000 high schools in the United States, with an estimated one million students 

participating each year (National Federation of State High School Associations 2009). 

Out of all high school sports, football has the largest overall injury rate (Braun 1999; 

Powell & Barber-Foss 1999) with over 61% of athletes injured over the course of the 

season (McLain & Reynolds 1989), with the majority of injuries occurring in the lower 

extremity (Turbeville et al. 2003). Of these lower extremity injuries the most common 

site for injuries were in the knee, ankle and thigh (Powell & Barber-Foss 1999; Fong et 

al. 2007) with over 36% of all football injuries being non-contact in nature (Turbeville et 

al. 2003). 

 

Although footwear traction has been studied for many years, one of the main difficulties 

when measuring traction arises from the fact that traction of footwear does not follow the 

laws of mechanical dry friction, which state: 1) the friction force is directly proportional 

to the applied load and 2) the friction force is independent of the apparent area of contact 

of the surfaces. Previous studies have shown that the force opposing motion (friction 

force) can increase as the normal load is increased (Torg et al. 1974; Bowers & Martin 
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1975; Nigg 1990; Warren 1996; Livesay et al. 2006), however, some studies have shown 

no effect (Bonstingl et al. 1975; Schlaepfer et al. 1983; Nigg 1990) or even a decrease 

(Kuhlman et al. 2010) of the friction force with an increase in normal load. Controversy 

is also present when measuring footwear friction at different translational and rotational 

speeds, with the majority of studies concluding that measurement speed has no influence 

on the friction force (Schlaepfer et al. 1983; Andreasson et al. 1986) however, under 

close examination it appears as though this relationship is very shoe specific. These 

conflicting results as well as the fact that measurement of footwear friction does not 

follow the laws of dry friction is due to the non-uniform surface of shoe soles, coupled 

with the visco-elastic properties contained with the shoe soles. 

 

For the past forty years footwear traction has been thought to be one of the causes of non-

contact lower extremity injury in sports. Studies published as early as the 1970’s 

displayed evidence of a decrease in the incidence and severity of knee injuries when high 

school players wore ‘soccer-type’ cleats with moulded soles, rather than the conventional 

7-cleat shoes worn at the time (Torg & Quedenfeld 1971). It was believed that the 

‘soccer-type’ cleats had much lower rotational traction, which then led to the decrease in 

injury rates. In a landmark three year prospective study, Lambson et al., (1996) examined 

the rotational resistance of modern football cleat designs and the incidence of ACL tears 

in high school football players. Cleats with an Edge design (longer irregular cleats placed 

at the peripheral margin of the sole with a number of smaller cleats interiorly) had the 

highest rotational traction and when compared within footwear of high school athletes, 

led to a statistically higher number of ACL tears compared with all other shoes. The 
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major limitation of the study, however, was that the actual surface and shoes were not 

used for rotational traction measurements; only representative sample surfaces and 

footwear were used. Additionally the results may not have been as strong as initially 

thought, as all football shoe models did not follow the trend of greater traction leading to 

a greater incidence of injury. 

 

In recent years, not much work has followed on the results of Lambson, relating footwear 

traction to injury. The majority of work has examined rotational traction exclusively, 

completely ignoring translational traction without much justification. Translational 

traction provides athletes with the ability to start and stop suddenly as well as to perform 

certain cutting manoeuvres, which may also place the athlete at risk of foot fixation 

causing injury.  In the past decade new generations of artificial turfs as well as engineered 

grasses and soils have been developed which no doubt will affect the footwear traction of 

athletes but no studies have been conducted along the lines of the Lambson study on 

these new surfaces. Lastly, while these studies indicated that increases in traction may 

lead to injury, they did not attempt to explain the mechanism involved. 

 

Therefore, the main purposes of this thesis were to: 

1) Determine the range of traction that is present in Canadian high school football on 

artificial turf and natural grass surfaces. 

2) Determine how alterations in testing methods affect measured traction values. 

Specifically how normal load, testing movement speed, moisture, and testing 
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location affect both translational and rotational traction on artificial and natural 

turf. 

3) Determine if a relationship exists between an athlete’s specific footwear traction 

(translational and rotational) and lower extremity non-contact injury. 

4) Determine how independently altering translational and rotational traction affects 

knee and ankle joint moments, in order to investigate the potential injury 

mechanism for non-contact sport related injuries. 

 

The second chapter of this dissertation is a review of the relevant literature describing 

studies that have examined lower extremity non-contact injuries, football specific 

injuries, footwear traction, the link between footwear traction and injury, as well as the 

effect of different surfaces on both footwear traction and injury. 

 

Chapter 3 addresses the first purpose, by describing the range of traction values that 

athletes currently use in Canadian high school football both on a natural grass and 

artificial turf.  

 

Chapter 4 describes the methodology for collecting footwear traction data, thereby 

addressing the second purpose. The effect of different normal load, movements speed and 

surface conditions on both translational and rotational traction measurements are 

described. 
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Chapter 5 also addresses the second purpose by examining how the testing location on 

natural grass and artificial turf influence footwear traction measurements.  

 

Chapter 6 addressed the third purpose by analysing individual traction and injury data 

that were collected over three years on natural grass and artificial turf surfaces and 

determining the relationship that exists between footwear traction and lower extremity 

non-contact injury.  

 

Chapter 7 determined how each aspect of footwear traction (translational and rotational) 

affects the possible injury mechanisms of the knee and ankle, specifically joint loading as 

measured by inverse dynamics calculated joint moments, addressing the fourth purpose. 

 

Chapter 8 summarizes the findings of the thesis and provides a brief discussion of the 

investigations.  
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Chapter Two: Literature Review 

2.1 Lower Extremity Injury in Sport 

In Canada, the leading cause of injury in adolescents is sport (King et al. 1998), with a 

large percentage of these injuries being relatively severe, making it the primary cause 

leading to hospital emergency visits in youth (Gallagher et al. 1984). Of these sport 

injuries, as much as 78% of all injuries are located in the lower extremity (Emery et al. 

2005). These include injuries to the knee (e.g. anterior cruciate ligament (ACL), patellar 

tendiopathy), ankle (e.g. lateral ankle sprains), and thigh (e.g. hamstring injuries). Studies 

in Scandinavia found that sport injuries constitute 10-19% of all acute injuries treated in 

emergency rooms (Bahr et al. 2003) and the most common injuries were to the knee and 

ankle. 

 

Ankle sprains are the most prevalent musculoskeletal injury that occur in athletes and 

several studies have noted that sports that require sudden stops and cutting manoeuvres, 

such as football and basketball cause the highest percentage of these injuries (Yeung et 

al. 1994; Hosea et al. 2000). It has been shown that the ankle joint accounts for between 

15-30% of all reported injuries during sideways movements (Stacoff et al. 1996; Fong et 

al. 2007) and ankle injuries represent over 22% of all high school athletic injuries with 

over 81% of these injuries being new injuries (Nelson et al. 2007). Symptoms of ankle 

injuries can last for months or years, with mechanical instability, intermittent swelling, 

stiffness, and accumulation of cartilage damage leading to degenerative changes (Struijs 

& Kerkhoffs 2002) and even osteoarthritis (Valderrabano et al. 2009). One study found 

residual symptoms in 72% of patients 18 months after the initial sprain (Braun 1999). 
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Injury to the ACL is a frequent injury of the knee, and the mechanism is by sudden 

deceleration, cutting or pivoting, hyperextension or hyperflexion, or by a blow to a 

postero-lateral aspect of the knee (Arendt & Dick 1995). Myklebust et al., (1997, 1998) 

reported that the highest incidence of ACL injuries were recorded in adolescents playing 

pivoting sports (i.e. basketball, football). The ACL provides postero-lateral rotary 

stability of the tibiofemoral joint with instability of the ACL leading to buckling when the 

athlete tries to cut or pivot (Arendt & Dick 1995). ACL injuries greatly increase the risk 

of early osteoarthritis and it is expected that nearly all injured individuals will suffer from 

osteoarthritis within 15-20 years of injury (Myklebust & Bahr 2005). 

 

Injuries in sport are generally termed as either contact, resulting from contact with 

another player or non-contact where the injury occurs without contact with another 

player. It has been long believed that one of the major causes of non-contact injury is 

related to the shoe-surface interaction (Torg et al. 1974; Lambson et al. 1996; Pasanen et 

al. 2008). When examining injuries across all sports, 58% of injures were found to be due 

to contact, while up to 36.8% of injuries were thought to be  non-contact (Turbeville et al. 

2003; Hootman et al. 2007).   

 

2.1.1 American Football Injuries 

American Football is one of the most popular sports in high school, being played in more 

than 14,000 high schools in the United States, with an estimated one million students 

participating in high school football each year (National Federation of State High School 

Associations 2009). Due to the nature of American football, specifically the high impact 
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collisions that result from gameplay, it is estimated that of these one million athletes that 

participate approximately 600,000 injuries will occur each year, with a large percentage 

of these injuries being seen in emergency rooms (Burt & Overpeck 2001). Out of all high 

school sports, football has the largest overall injury rates (Braun 1999; Powell & Barber-

Foss 1999) with over 61% of athletes being injured over the course of the season 

(McLain & Reynolds 1989), with these injuries being moderate in nature leading to an 

average of 6.7 days of activity being lost per injury (McLain & Reynolds 1989). 

 

2.1.2 Lower Extremity Injuries in American Football  

Football is a high contact sport and has the highest injury rates of all sports in high school 

(Hootman et al. 2007) with the majority of all injuries (62%) occurring in the lower 

extremity (Turbeville et al. 2003). Of these lower extremity injuries the most common 

site for injuries were at the knee, ankle and thigh (Powell & Barber-Foss 1999; Fong et 

al. 2007), with the knee resulting in the greatest injury requiring surgery (59.4% of all 

football related surgeries) (Powell & Barber-Foss 1999). In football, ankle injuries can 

represent over 24% of all high school injuries (Nelson et al. 2007) with ankle injuries 

representing as much as 76% of all football related injuries (Garrick & Requa 1988). The 

most common injury to the ankle has been shown to be an inversion sprain accounting for 

up to 94% of all ankle injuries (Powell & Barber-Foss 1999; Fong et al. 2007). These 

injuries are usually not recurrent in nature, with 90% of all football injuries being new 

injuries (Powell & Barber-Foss 1999). The majority of injuries are sustained by football 

positions that involve a large amount of maximal effort cutting and pivoting movements, 

with running backs (26.4%) and wide receivers (11.6%) being the positions most likely 
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of sustaining an injury (Nelson et al. 2007). Due to these cutting movements it is of no 

surprise that even though football is a high impact, contact sport, over 36% of all injuries 

are non-contact in nature (Turbeville et al. 2003). 

 

2.1.3 Calgary Specific Football Injuries 

While most of the literature provides data from studies on football conducted in the 

United States of America, some literature exists regarding injuries in Calgary area high 

schools. Although the core aspects of the game are the same, there are subtle differences 

which exist, mainly regarding some rules as well as the size of the playing surface. 

Football is less popular in Canada having the third highest high school participation rate 

in Calgary at 24% (behind both basketball and hockey) (Emery et al. 2006). Similarities 

in the division of injuries were seen with 66% of injuries found to be due to direct contact 

with another player (Emery et al. 2006). The most common injuries were ligament 

sprains (24.8%), contusion (16.3%), concussion (11.3%), broken bone (12.1%), muscle 

strain (8.5%), dislocation (16.3%), and swelling/inflammation (2.8%) (Emery et al. 

2006). The injury rate for Calgary football was found to be 38 injuries/100 

participants/year. 

 

2.1.4 Causes of Injury in Football 

It is important to note that there are many intrinsic and extrinsic variables at play in 

football injuries. Athletes with a higher percentage of body fat and a higher body mass 

index have been connected with an increased risk of lower extremity injury (Gómez et al. 

1998). As well an increased risk of injury has been associated with increased playing 
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experience (Turbeville et al. 2003) and grade level (Ramirez et al. 2006), however, this 

may by biased by the fact that older athletes usually have more playing time in addition 

to the likelihood that smaller, weaker athletes may have dropped out. Other studies have 

also shown that psychological factors can have an effect on injury, with athletes who 

incurred negative life change measures resulting in an increased risk of injury (Gunnoe et 

al. 2001). It should also be noted that injuries in football are much more common in game 

competition than in practice (as much as 7-10x) (Powell & Schootman 1992; Turbeville 

et al. 2003; Ramirez et al. 2006). 

 

There is a phenomenon known as the ‘early season injury bias’ that has been reported in 

the literature specifically during the fall season, indicating that athletes are at a greater 

risk of injury at the start of the season, and that the risk of injury decreases as the season 

progresses (Bramwell et al. 1972). At the current time it is not known whether this early 

season bias is caused by de-conditioning of the athlete, a change in the ground hardness 

causing a change in footwear traction or some other aspect (Culpepper & Niemann 1983). 

 

2.2 Traction 

Although footwear traction has been studied for many years, one of the main difficulties 

when measuring traction arises from the fact that traction of footwear does not follow the 

laws of mechanical dry friction, making comparisons between studies difficult. Dry 

friction occurs when two surfaces in contact move relative to one another, with 

Amonton’s laws governing the relationship that exists between the surfaces. Amonton’s 

laws state: 1) the friction force is directly proportional to the applied load and 2) the 
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friction force is independent of the apparent area of contact of the surfaces. Previous 

studies have shown that the force opposing motion (friction force) can increase as the 

normal load is increased (Torg et al. 1974; Bowers & Martin 1975; Nigg 1990; Warren 

1996; Livesay et al. 2006), however, some studies have shown no effect (Bonstingl et al. 

1975; Schlaepfer et al. 1983; Nigg 1990) or even a decrease (Kuhlman et al. 2010) of the 

friction force with an increase in normal load. Controversy is also present when 

measuring footwear friction at different translational and rotational speeds, with the 

majority of studies concluding that measurement speed has no influence on the friction 

force (Schlaepfer et al. 1983; Andreasson et al. 1986) however, under close examination 

it appears as though this relationship is very shoe specific. These conflicting results as 

well as the fact that measurement of footwear friction does not follow Amonton’s laws is 

due to the non-uniform surface of shoe soles, coupled with the visco-elastic properties 

contained with the shoe soles; therefore, in this thesis footwear friction will be termed 

footwear traction. 

 

2.2.1 Translational vs. Rotational Traction 

Footwear traction is a property of both the shoe and surface being tested and it is 

typically broken into two components: translational traction and rotational traction. 

Translational traction is usually defined as a coefficient calculated by the ratio of force 

along the direction of movement to the force normal to the shoe-surface interface. 

Rotational traction on the other hand, is described using the peak moment of rotation with 

respect to the centre of pressure (Nigg & Yeadon 1987) which refers to rotation of the 

foot around a point of contact on the shoe sole (Frederick 1986). Translational traction is 
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thought to be necessary for athletes to run quickly, start and stop while rotational traction 

is important for cutting, pivoting and rapid changes in direction.   

 

There are many different methods by which researchers have measured footwear traction. 

In terms of translational traction researchers have utilized simple drag tests, which 

measure the force opposing motion (traction force), while the shoe is slid across a surface 

under a given normal load. The drag tests can be conducted using a sled (Stanitski et al. 

1974; Bowers & Martin 1975; Schlaepfer et al. 1983) or other custom made device (Torg 

et al. 1974; Torg et al. 1996; Lambson et al. 1996; Villwock et al. 2009a; Wannop et al. 

2009; Kuhlman et al. 2010; Wannop et al. 2010) (Figure 2-1), with the whole shoe 

attached to a prosthetic foot or shoe last (Wannop et al. 2009; Kuhlman et al. 2010; 

Wannop et al. 2010) or only parts of the shoe or cleats attached to a disc ( Livesay et al. 

2006; Severn et al. 2010) in contact with the surface. Other methods to measure 

translational traction have included pendulum devices (Bonstingl et al., 1975; Van 

Gheluwe et al. 1983), as well as force plates measuring vertical and horizontal forces 

while an athlete performs various athletic movements (Nigg et al. 2009). Rotational 

traction is measured by enabling the sliding mechanisms to be locked and allowing the 

shoe to rotate about a fixed axis. The moment opposing this rotation is determined using 

a load cell (Andreasson et al. 1986; Heidt et al. 1996; Villwock et al. 2009a; Wannop et 

al. 2009; Kuhlman et al. 2010; Wannop et al. 2010) or torque wrench (Torg et al. 1974; 

Lambson et al. 1996; Torg et al. 1996). The free moments from force plates have also 

been used with athletes performing sport specific movements (Nigg et al. 2009). 
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Figure 2-1: Diagram of a sled used to measure footwear traction (Nigg & Yeadon 

1987) (top) and a custom made footwear traction measurement system 

(Wannop et al. 2009) (bottom).  

 

Both translational and rotational traction measurements are influenced by a wealth of 

factors including normal load (Torg et al. 1974; Bonstingl et al. 1975; Bowers & Martin 

1975; Schlaepfer et al. 1983; Nigg 1990; Warren 1996; Livesay et al. 2006; Kuhlman et 

al. 2010), speed of movement (Schlaepfer et al. 1983; Andreasson et al. 1986), 

temperature during testing (Torg et al. 1996), as well as the material and pattern of the 

shoe sole (Frederick 1986). Translational and rotational traction are somewhat connected 

as an increase in one component, usually results in an increase in the other (Wannop et al. 

2010). Although previous authors have suggested that there is no correlation between 
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translational and rotational traction (Nigg 1986; Nigg & Yeadon 1987) these authors 

were comparing mechanical translational traction tests with subject rotational traction 

tests. Mechanical and subject traction tests have very different loading conditions as well 

as test movements and, therefore, would be expected to provide different results. Subject 

tests are much more variable and it has been shown that subjects will adjust their 

kinematics in order to keep their rotational traction below 25Nm (Nigg 1986). 

 

2.2.2 Traction and Injury 

For the past forty years footwear traction has been thought to be one of the causes of non-

contact lower extremity injury in sports. Foot fixation was first thought to be affiliated 

with injury in 1969, when a study by Hanley (1969) displayed that a significant decrease 

in knee and ankle injuries resulted in varsity football players by removing the heel cleats 

from typical football shoes and replacing them with a three inch diameter heel disc. 

Subsequent studies attributed injuries to not only the heel cleats but also the forefoot 

cleats, with a reduction of the size and shape of the forefoot cleats causing a reduction of 

lower extremity injury (Nedwidek 1969). The major flaw of these studies is the fact that 

they never actually measured the footwear traction, but it was believed that these 

alterations to the footwear caused a reduction in traction, which in turn led to a reduction 

in lower extremity injury. 

 

In 1973, further work looked at the relationship between traction and injury, with the 

work focused specifically on rotational traction (Cameron & Davis 1973). The study 

conducted an intervention by implementing a swivel disc shoe to high school football 
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athletes. The swivel disc shoe replaced the typical forefoot cleats with a cleated turntable, 

which provided resistance to rotation of at least 10Nm (the exact resistance changed 

depending on the normal load) after which the turntable was free to rotate. The heel cleats 

were also replaced with a rigid, plastic, heel disc (Figure 2-2). The study measured the 

amount of injury between high school athletes who wore the swivel shoe (466 athletes) 

and a control shoe (2373 athletes) as well as conducted performance measurements of a 

subset of athletes performing various agility drills wearing the two shoes. The results of 

the study showed no significant difference in performance between the shoe conditions, 

however a reduction of injury were seen in the group of athletes wearing the swivel shoe 

(5.14% of the swivel shoe athletes were injured, compared to 15.68% of the control shoe 

athletes). While the results of the study appear positive, failure to define and classify the 

degree of injury, including exposure rates or subject their results to statistical analysis 

largely limits the results of the study. Again, like other studies at the time, the difference 

in traction between the two shoes was not measured. 

 

Figure 2-2: Photograph of the swivel disc shoe (Cameron & Davis 1973). 
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Work by Torg et al. 1974 was the first study to quantify the traction of footwear and 

combine these results with a previous injury study, in order to gain further insight into the 

relationship between footwear traction and injury. Torg first observed a decrease in the 

incidence and severity of knee injuries as well as the number of injuries requiring surgery 

when high school players wore ‘soccer- type’ cleats with moulded soles, rather than the 

conventional 7-cleat shoes worn at the time (Torg & Quedenfeld 1971) (Figure 2-3). The 

authors followed this study by measuring the rotational traction of the ‘soccer-type’ cleat 

and the typical football shoe, among other shoe models worn at the time. The results 

displayed that the conventional football shoe had higher rotational traction further 

strengthening the link between footwear traction and lower extremity injury.  

 

a)  b)  

Figure 2-3: Photographs of the a) conventional 7 stud football cleat and b) the 

‘soccer type’ shoe (Torg et al. 1974). 

 

In a landmark three year prospective study, Lambson et al. (1996) examined the 

rotational resistance of modern football cleat design and the incidence of ACL tears in 

high school football players. Cleats with an Edge design (longer irregular cleats placed at 

the peripheral margin of the sole with a number of smaller pointed cleats interiorly) 

(Figure 2-4) had the highest rotational traction and when compared within footwear of 

high school athletes, led to a statistically higher number of ACL tears compared with all 

other shoes. While this study was the first to examine the link between footwear traction 
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and injury prospectively, it still possessed some limitations. The major limitation was that 

the actual surface and shoes was not used for rotational traction measurements only 

representative sample surfaces and footwear were used. Additionally, the results may not 

have been as strong as initially thought, as all football shoe models did not follow the 

trend of greater traction leading to a greater incidence of injury. Examining the results in 

detail, the screw-in cleat design had the second lowest rotational traction values, almost 

18% lower than the edge design, yet the injury rate among its athletes was similar to that 

of the edge cleat group (0.015 compared to 0.017, which is the ratio of the number of 

injuries compared to the total number of participants). While there was a much smaller 

number of athletes who wore the screw-in shoe compared to the edge shoe (66 compared 

to 2231), the large injury rate prevalent with this shoe cannot be ignored. Lastly, the 

study only looked at injuries to the ACL, which may be the most expensive and traumatic 

non-contact injury, however, ankle injuries are deemed to be the most prevalent. 

 

Figure 2-4: Photograph of the footwear tested. The edge shoes had higher traction 

and produced a greater incidence of ACL injury than all other shoes 

(Lambson et al., 1996). 
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In recent years, not much work has followed on the results of Lambson, relating to 

footwear traction and injury. It is still widely thought that rotational traction is the 

important component of traction in terms of injury. The majority of work has examined 

rotational traction exclusively, completely ignoring translational traction without much 

justification. Translational traction provides athletes with the ability to start and stop 

suddenly as well as to perform certain cutting manoeuvres, which may also place the 

athlete at risk of foot fixation causing injury. While the study of Lambson indicated that 

high traction may lead to injury, they did not indicate how much traction was too much or 

what amount of rotational traction is safest. In the past decade new generations of 

artificial turf as well as engineered grasses and soils have been developed which will 

likely affect the footwear traction of athletes but no studies have been conducted along 

the lines of Lambson’s study on these new surfaces. Lastly, while these studies indicated 

that increases in traction may lead to injury, they did not attempt to explain the 

mechanism involved. Future studies should be conducted answering these questions. 

 

2.2.2.1 Traction and Joint Loading 

While previous studies have determined that footwear traction can lead to injury, there 

has not been abundant research as to the mechanism of increasing traction leading to an 

increasing risk of injury.  

 

One of the thoughts regarding how increases in footwear traction can affect injury is the 

thought that as traction is increased, the joint loading at the knee and ankle will also be 

increased. A study conducted in 2007 examined the knee loading while performing 
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various cutting manoeuvres using modern studded as well as bladed soccer boots (Kaila 

2007). The study recruited 15 professional soccer players and collected kinematic and 

kinetic data while they performed cutting manoeuvres on an artificial turf surface (Field 

turf). The authors concluded that the different soccer boots caused no change in the knee 

joint loading during the cutting movements. This study has some issues, mainly the fact 

that the traction of the different boots was never measured. The two boots, although 

different in styles and stud configuration may have had similar traction values explaining 

the lack of differences in joint loading. As well the authors tested four different boot 

styles and had each athlete perform three different movements. Examining the results of 

the study in more detail, it appears that the boots did have substantial effects on the joint 

loading of the knee with differences in valgus loading between two boots being 15.74Nm 

and 11.56Nm for straight running, 26.92Nm compared to 23.76Nm for the 30
o
 cut and 

27.62Nm compared to 18.86Nm for the 60
o
 cut. There appears to be a difference between 

joint loading when different footwear was utilized, however, the author utilized a 

correction for multiple comparisons, so although there were no significant differences 

present, there appears to be an influence of the footwear on joint loading.  

 

A similar study was conducted in 2010 in which two shoes that had quantifiable 

differences in both their translational and rotational traction were used. Athletes were 

brought into the lab and performed v-cuts at maximal effort with the different footwear, 

while their kinematics and kinetics were measured (Wannop et al. 2010). Performing 

movements in the high traction shoe led to significant increases in both ankle and knee 

joint loading. This increase in traction did not result in any increase in performance. This 
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study indicated that increases in footwear traction can lead to increases in joint loading, 

which may in turn lead to an increased risk of injury. As well it indicated that a reduction 

in traction may be achieved without a loss in performance. One major limitation of the 

study, however, has to do with the fact that the high traction shoe was high in both 

translational and rotational traction, therefore, making it impossible to determine the 

effect each component of traction had on joint loading.  

 

2.3 Surfaces 

Footwear traction depends on the interface between the shoe and surface. Over the years 

alterations and advancements to footwear have been accomplished, however, perhaps the 

largest changes over the past decade have occurred in relation to the artificial surface 

used in sport. 

 

Artificial turf was first used as an alternative to natural turf in 1966, with the first major 

installation being Texas in the Astrodome. These early turfs are known as first 

generation, and were made from fibres (usually nylon) densely packed with no shockpad 

or in-fill between the fibres and ground surface. Second generation products began to 

appear in 1976 and were categorized by longer fibres with sand used to fill the spaces 

between the fibres and shockpads being incorporated under the surface. While 1st and 

2nd generation artificial surfaces more resembled carpet due to their tightly packed fibres 

and limited in-fill/shockpad, newer 3rd generation surfaces were developed in the 1990’s 

that were composed of less dense, fibrillated fibres which closely mimicked natural grass 

due to the addition of an in-fill composed of rubber and/or sand particles (Figure 2-5). 
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Many facilities installed 3rd generation in-fill surfaces due to the ability of these surfaces 

to permit higher usage due to their greater durability, allow for year round activity as well 

as being labeled as ‘low maintenance’, when compared to grass.  

 

Figure 2-5: Diagram of the different generations of turf (adapted from Livesay et 

al. 2006). 

 

2.3.1 Surface Related Injury 

Since the first development and implementation of artificial turf, studies have sought to 

determine how comparable these surfaces were to natural grass. Early studies were quick 

to point out that these first and second generation surfaces produced much higher injury 

rates than natural grass (Bramwell et al. 1972; Stanitski et al. 1974; Torg et al. 1974; 

Bonstingl et al. 1975; Alles et al. 1979; Lambson et al. 1996;). One study found that knee 

injuries were 25% more common on first generation turfs (injury rate of 1.0 per 1000 

exposures) compared to natural grass (injury rate of 0.8 per 1000 exposures) (Skovron et 

al. 1990). The risk of ankle sprains have also been shown to be 29% higher on artificial 

turf (injury rate of 0.45 per 1000 exposures) compared to natural grass (injury rate of 0.32 

per 1000 exposures) in American football (Skovron et al. 1990). A study in the National 

Football League also showed a higher injury rate on artificial surfaces (1.94 injuries per 
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team game) compared to natural grass (1.78 injuries per team game) when only lower 

extremity injuries were taken into account (Skovron et al. 1990).  

 

Artificial turf not only increased the risk of lower extremity injuries, but when all injuries 

were accounted for, injury rates were as much as 1.8 times higher on artificial turf 

compared to natural grass (Stevenson & Anderson 1981) with these injuries being mostly 

severe in nature (Bowers & Martin 1975). One of the major limitations with these 

previous injury studies is the fact that the studies were conducted in different locations, 

on different fields, with different players, over different years, or during different times of 

the year, which may bias the result. A study in 1981 was conducted in order to reduce 

these biases by performing a randomized control study in which 64 recreational football 

teams had their games randomly assigned to either be played on artificial turf or natural 

grass over the course of the year. The results were consistent with previous studies as 

artificial turf had a much higher injury rate compared to natural grass (relative risk on 

artificial turf was 1.84) (Stevenson & Anderson 1981).  

 

Overall, an increase in lower extremity injury of 30-50% (Skovron et al. 1990) occurred 

when sports were played on these first and second generation artificial surfaces. This is 

not surprising considering the fact that first and second generation surfaces were much 

more like carpet than grass, resulting in much higher traction values. 

 

The newer third generation surfaces have had much more conflicting results when 

comparing injury rates between these new surfaces and natural grass. Three in-depth 
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injury studies have been conducted comparing 3rd generation artificial turf surfaces and 

natural grass. The first study was a five year prospective study conducted in 2004, which 

compared the injury rates of 240 games (150 played on artificial turf (Fieldturf) and 90 

played on grass) of 8 Texas high school football teams (Meyers & Barnhill 2004). The 

results showed that the different surfaces created different types of injuries. There was a 

greater incidence of ACL injuries and ligament trauma as a whole on grass, while there 

were greater surface injuries (skin contusions), muscle strains, as well as a higher 

incidence of non-contact injury on artificial turf, which resulted in an overall greater 

injury rate on artificial turf. 

 

A study in 2007 examined injury rates on artificial turf and grass in soccer of 2020 

players (Fuller et al. 2007). The study found a similar overall rate of injury (8.3 injuries 

per 1000 hours of exposure on grass and 8.7 injuries per 1000 hours of exposure on turf) 

between the surfaces, but greater incidence of lower extremity injury (6.8 injuries per 

1000 hours of exposure compared to 7.4 per 1000 hours of exposure on grass and 

artificial turf respectively), specifically knee (1.1 injuries per 1000 hours of exposure 

compared to 1.9 per 1000 hours of exposure on grass and artificial turf respectively) and 

ankle (3.0 injuries per 1000 hours of exposure compared to 4.0 injuries per 1000 hours of 

exposure on grass and  artificial turf respectively) injuries on artificial turf. As well, non-

contact injuries were much higher on artificial turf (3.1 injuries per 1000 hours of 

exposure) compared to grass (2.8 per 1000 hours of exposure). 
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A follow-up study by Meyers et al., (2010) to his 2004 study, examined injury rates of 

collegiate athletes as opposed to high school athletes with a three year prospective study. 

Twenty-four universities participated with 465 games (230 on artificial turf (Fieldturf) 

and 235 on grass). In contrast to their previous study, no significant differences in injury 

rates between the two surfaces were found.  The results displayed more minor but less 

substantial and major trauma on artificial turf, with no differences in head or knee injury 

between surfaces. The contradictory results of the 2010 study with the 2004 study are 

puzzling. The major difference between the studies was the competition level of the 

athletes and perhaps athletes at the higher collegiate level reported their injuries to a 

lesser degree or continued playing through the injury to a greater extent compared to the 

high school athletes. While these studies provided some insight into the difference in 

injury rates between the two surfaces, they did nothing in regards to determining the 

mechanism of these differences. The author did speculate that footwear traction could be 

one of the causes of the injury, however the authors seemed to contradict themselves, by 

stating in the 2004 study that the high torque (rotational traction) produced on field turf 

may be the cause for the increased injury rates on the artificial turf, then stating in the 

2010 study that the consistent field turf surface likely reduced the traction leading to 

lower injuries.  

 

These injury studies helped identify that there may still be differences in injury rates 

between the new artificial turf surfaces and natural grass, but the mechanism or cause of 

these injury differences is still not known. All three studies seemed to revert back to the 

shoe-surface traction as the possible mechanism, but none of the studies measured the 
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traction and the studies by Meyers seemed unsure as to whether or not artificial turf 

increased the traction over natural grass. 

  

2.3.2 Surface Traction  

While many studies have been conducted examining how injuries can vary based on 

surfaces, not many have included one key factor, which is the actual measurement of the 

traction. In early generations of artificial turf (1st and 2nd), there were specially designed 

footwear for use on the surface (turf shoes), as athletes could not wear cleated footwear 

due to the inability of the longer cleats to penetrate the hard surfaces. Athletes instead 

wore special turf shoes which consisted of a large number of smaller rubber studs or 

simply ordinary running shoes when performing on artificial turf. In general, the 

combination of shoe and 1
st
 and 2

nd
 generation turf produced higher traction than a 

cleated shoe of natural grass (Stanitski et al. 1974; Bonstingl et al. 1975; Mallette 1996; 

Livesay et al. 2006), which potentially relates itself to the increase in injury rate seen 

early on with artificial surfaces. 

 

The infill of new surfaces enables the athletes to wear cleated footwear (the same 

footwear worn on natural grass) on these artificial surfaces. Various studies have 

compared the traction of the same footwear on natural grass and artificial turf, with the 

results again being that artificial turf continues to have higher traction than natural grass 

(Villwock et al. 2009b). Traction on artificial turf is very complex and studies have 

shown that many aspects can affect the traction of the surface, including the infill used 

(Villwock et al. 2009a), the fibre structure of the artificial surface (Villwock et al. 2009a), 
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the maintenance or contamination of the surface (James & McLeod 2010), the surface 

hardness (Severn et al. 2011), infill compaction, surface wear, whether the tests are 

laboratory or field tests, stud configuration (Severn et al. 2010), surface temperature 

(Torg et al. 1996), and surface moisture (Bowers & Martin 1975). 

 

The previous injury studies conducted on 3
rd

 generation artificial surfaces (Meyers & 

Barnhill 2004; Meyers 2010) all speculated that the increase in lower extremity injuries, 

especially non-contact injury could be caused by the differences in footwear traction 

between the surfaces, yet not one of the studies measured the traction on the two surfaces. 

Studies examining injury rates and footwear traction in parallel similar to the study by 

Lambson et al., (1996) but conducted on third generation surfaces are still missing. This 

is much more difficult than first thought as there are many different brands, types, shapes 

and sizes of cleated footwear currently used and available to athletes. These different 

brands and types of shoes will certainly have different traction from one another. Also 

due to the differences between the surfaces, footwear that has high traction on grass may 

not have high traction on artificial turf, something that the athlete may not be aware of. 

 

The relationship between footwear traction and lower extremity injury is very complex, 

and has been examined since before the 1970’s. While studies have provided some direct 

evidence that high rotational traction can relate to higher rates of injury (Lambson et al., 

1996) specific answers to the relationship between traction and injury is mostly based on 

speculation. New artificial turf surfaces have been developed that provide an infill 

material, making the surface properties much closer to natural grass, however, 
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information is lacking regarding how the footwear traction and especially number of 

injuries on these new surfaces are affected.  No studies have examined how these new 

surfaces have affected footwear traction and injury in parallel.  
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Chapter Three: Footwear Traction in Canadian High School Football 

3.1 Introduction 

Injuries to the lower extremity are some of the most common injuries found in sport. 

Ankle sprains are the most prevalent musculoskeletal injury and several studies have 

noted that sports that require sudden stops and cutting maneuvers, such as football and 

basketball cause the highest percentage of these injuries (Yeung et al. 1994; Hosea et al. 

2000). Damage to the anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) is a frequent injury of the knee, 

and the mechanism is by sudden deceleration, cutting or pivoting, hyperextension or 

hyperflexion, or by a blow to the postero-lateral aspect of the knee (Arendt & Dick 

1995).  

 

The cost for the medical treatment of these lower extremity injuries is substantial. Direct 

figures for gridiron football could not be found in the literature; however football has 

been shown to have the highest percentage of injuries of all high school sports with 61% 

of athletes becoming injured during the season (McLain & Reynolds 1989) and 59% of 

the injuries involving the lower extremity (Tuberville et al. 2003).  

 

One of the leading contributors to lower extremity injury in sport is thought to be due to 

the traction of the shoe-surface interface. Traction is an important aspect in sport with 

most athletes attributing an increase in traction to an increase in performance. Traction is 

a property of both the shoe and surface and is often divided into two components; linear 

translational traction and rotational traction. Translational traction is usually defined as a 

coefficient determined from the ratio of horizontal force to the force perpendicular to the 
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surface. Rotational traction is described using the peak moment of rotation with respect to 

the centre of pressure (Nigg & Yeadon 1987), which refers to rotation of the foot around 

a point of contact on the shoe sole (Frederick 1986). Other factors such as the applied 

load, foot placement, and the shoe-surface contact area also have been thought to affect 

traction (Torg et al. 1974; Valiant 1993). 

 

Several studies have shown an increase in injury with shoes that encompass high traction. 

A study by Lambson et al., (1996) found that footwear with higher rotational traction in 

football lead to a greater number of ACL injuries. More specifically shoes which had 

studs around the periphery, which were termed Edge cleats, were found to have the 

highest rotational traction. As well Wannop et al., (2010) demonstrated that an increase in 

footwear traction can lead to an increase in knee and ankle joint loading which is thought 

to cause injury (Stefanyshyn et al. 2006).  

 

When studying traction most studies have used sample surfaces, and/or sample shoes, and 

have sometimes measured the traction months or years after injury data collection (Torg 

& Quedenfeld 1971; Torg & Quedenfeld 1973; Stanitski & McMaster 1974; Torg et al. 

1974; Bowers & Martin 1975; Andreasson et al. 1986; Ekstrand & Nigg 1989; Heidt et 

al. 1996; Torg et al. 1996; Myklebust et al. 1997; Myklebust et al. 1998). This may not 

give an accurate representation of what is actually occurring as the sample surface and 

sample shoe may differ substantially from the real playing surface and shoes worn by 

athletes. A previous study by Villwock et al., (2009b) tested the rotational traction on the 

actual field of play using 10 different football cleats on four surfaces. While this study 
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obtained more accurate traction measurements by testing on the field of play, limitations 

were still present. During testing, the air temperature varied as much as 21
o
C between 

surfaces, which has been shown to affect traction measurements (Torg et al. 1996), 

although the effect on traction did not seem to be systematic. The researchers only 

measured rotational traction and only new cleats were tested on the surface. The majority 

of time in sport, the cleats worn by the athletes will not be new. 

 

The intricate interplay between footwear and injury is not fully understood and many 

questions such as the role of translational traction on injury and the role of natural vs. 

artificial turf still remain. As an initial step in further understanding the role of footwear 

traction, the purpose of this study was to determine the range of translational and 

rotational traction that exists in cleated footwear of athletes, on the actual surface of play 

of a natural grass field as well as an artificial turf field in Canadian high school football. 

 

3.2 Methods 

Over the course of three years, the shoes of 555 athletes were tested on the football field 

of play using a portable robotic testing machine (Figure 3-1). The field of play consisted 

of a natural grass turf composed of Kentucky Blue Grass, as well as an artificial turf 

surface. The artificial turf surface consisted of the 2.5 inch Duraspine product installed by 

Fieldturf. The surface contained 4.55 kilograms per square foot of in-fill consisting of 

3.19 kilograms of silica sand plus 1.36 kilograms of cryogenic rubber. The in-fill was 

installed with an initial base layer of silica sand, followed by 8-10 applications of a silica 
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sand/rubber mixture, finished with a final top layer of larger sized cryogenic rubber 

particles.  

 

 

Figure 3-1: Frontal and top view schematic diagram of the portable traction 

testing machine. The machine had a weight of 1870N. 

 

The machine was provided by adidas (Portland, Or, USA) and consisted of a stiff base on 

which a single guide rail was mounted. A load bearing movable platform slid freely on 

the polished guide rail by means of low friction, linear bearings. The platform 

incorporated a structure for holding a vertical shaft. The shaft is mounted on bearings so 

that it may rotate freely. A support at the top of the shaft allows weights to be added. 

Measurements of the translational and rotational traction were determined using a normal 

load of 580N. This load was used during pilot testing and found to be the most 

physiologically relevant load that could be used that was both repeatable and caused 
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minimal damage to the playing field. At the bottom end of the shaft, a last and test shoe 

were attached, with the shoe being placed in 20
o
 of plantar-flexion placing only the 

forefoot cleats in contact with the ground in order to simulate the foot orientation during 

a cutting movement. The machine was powered and controlled by a stand-alone, portable 

touch-screen computer. 

 

For translational traction measurements, a hydraulic ram was attached to the platform 

using a cable. The force exerted by the hydraulic ram was measured using a force 

transducer bolted to the platform. The translational traction tests were conducted along 

the long axis of the shoe, which is more representative of the initial foot plant prior to a 

cutting maneuver. The platform and the attached mass were moved horizontally along the 

guide rail at a speed of 200mm/s moving a distance of 200mm, as initial testing showed 

this speed to have high reliability and it was the maximum speed that could be tested with 

no residual movement of the testing machine. The force transducer recorded the force 

resisting motion of the carriage. This horizontal force divided by the vertical force was 

equal to the translational traction between the shoe and playing field.  

 

For rotational traction, the vertical shaft was unlocked and free to rotate, with the 

rotational axis of the tester in line with the forefoot. By unlocking the vertical shaft, the 

moment generated by the cable was determined by multiplying the force measured by the 

force transducer with the moment arm of the shaft. The shaft was rotated at a speed of 

90
o
/s over a distance of 70

o
. 
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Three trials per shoe-surface condition were collected with the force transducer sampling 

at a frequency of 2000Hz, as initial data have shown the results of the traction tester to be 

reliable and consistent (Table 3-1, Table 3-2). The validity of the traction tester was 

confirmed by laboratory shoe testing over a force platform. The data from the traction 

tester and force plate were compared and found to be in very good agreement (Figure 3-

2).  

Table 3-1. Within day repeatability of the traction tester (Nike Type G shoe) 

 
Grass Artificial Turf 

Trial # Translational Rotational [Nm] Translational Rotational [Nm] 

1 0.743 30.1 0.680 36.8 

2 0.785 25.3 0.709 35.4 

3 0.778 26.8 0.695 35.3 

Mean 0.769 27.4 0.695 35.8 

Standard Deviation 0.023 2.5 0.015 0.8 

 

 

Table 3-2. Between day repeatability of the traction tester (Nike Type G shoe) 

 
Grass Artificial Turf 

Day # Translational Rotational [Nm] Translational Rotational [Nm] 

1 0.747 28.5 0.707 40.1 

2 0.769 27.4 0.716 42.4 

3 0.750 32.2 0.695 35.8 

Mean 0.755 29.3 0.706 39.4 

Standard Deviation 0.012 2.5 0.010 3.4 
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Figure 3-2: Comparison of the translational coefficient of traction compared 

when calculated from the force plate data, and the portable traction 

tester load cell data. Data are a mean of three trials. 

 

In order to determine between day repeatability on the field, a sample cleat was tested on 

each day at the start of testing. The shoe was a Nike type H cleat, and the mean and 

standard deviation of the translational and rotational traction measured on different 

testing days was found to be 0.70±0.04 and 23.1±3.7Nm on natural grass and 0.68±0.03 

and 40.1±1.90Nm on artificial turf. The mean temperature during the on field traction 

testing between all testing days was 10.6±5.4
o
C. 

 

All shoes were collected from the athletes and tested at Shouldice athletic park, where all 

local high school football games take place. The shoes consisted of a representative 

randomly selected sample ranging from size US 7-15 with a mean of size US 11 and 
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mode of size US 10. The shoes came from 555 athletes whose age, mass and height had a 

mean and standard deviation of 16.3±0.7 years, 79.5±14.1kg and 1.79±6.9m respectively. 

For traction testing the shoes were all tested along the outer edge of the field, as this 

seemed to be the most consistent and have the best field surface conditions. The brand, 

size and mass of the shoes were recorded and photographs were taken. For analysis, all 

shoes were grouped into one of three cleat arrangement categories; edge, stud and fin 

(Figure 3-3). Edge shoes were defined by long cleats placed at the peripheral margin of 

the sole, stud cleats by a large number of small rubber studs on the sole, and fin by a 

large number of rubber fins placed in varying directions. The average peak translational 

traction and peak moment of rotation for all three trials of each shoe were analyzed. 

ANOVAs were used to compare all conditions at a significance level of 0.05, with post 

hoc analysis performed to determine where any differences lay. 
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Figure 3-3: Photographs and grouping of the tested cleats. The 5 and 6 edge 

group have been combined due to there only being one 6 edge cleat 

which had similar traction to the 5 edge cleat group. 

3.3 Results 

Representative sample curves of both the translational traction coefficient and the 

rotational traction can be seen in Figure 3-4. The coefficient of translational traction and 

the peak moment of rotation for all shoes studied on the grass surface ranged from 0.48-

0.97 with a mean of 0.71±0.08, and 15.0Nm-52.7Nm with a mean of 30.0±10.7Nm 
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respectively. On artificial turf the coefficient of translational traction and the peak 

moment of rotation for all shoes studied ranged from 0.61-0.83 with a mean of 

0.70±0.032, and 24.5Nm-54.9Nm with a mean of 40.5±6.49Nm respectively. When 

comparing between grass and artificial turf of all shoes, grass had significantly higher 

translational traction (p=0.011) but significantly lower rotational traction (p<0.001) 

(Figure 3-5). 

 

Figure 3-4: Representative sample traces of translational and rotational traction 

measurements vs. displacement.   

 

Figure 3-5: Translational and rotational traction of all shoes on the grass and 

artificial turf surface. Black horizontal bars represent a significant 

difference. 
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When grouped by cleat arrangement (Figure 3-6), the stud shoes had significantly higher 

translational traction than the edge shoe (p=0.002) as well as significantly higher 

rotational traction than the fin (p<0.001) and the edge shoe (p=0.001) on grass. The edge 

group also had the trend of having higher rotational traction compared to the fin shoe 

(p=0.053). On artificial turf, the fin shoe had significantly higher translational traction 

compared to the edge (p<0.001) and stud (p=0.029) groups.  As well the stud shoe had 

significantly higher traction compared to the edge group (p=0.016). No differences were 

seen between the groups in terms of rotational traction on the artificial turf (Figure 3-6). 

 

 

Figure 3-6: Translational and rotational traction grouped by cleat type of all 

tested cleats. Black horizontal bars represent a significant difference. 

 

3.4 Discussion 

Injuries to the lower extremity are very common and expensive in sport costing not only 

money for treatment but also time away from sport. It is generally believed that excessive 

traction of the shoe-surface interface may be a trigger for non-contact injuries (Bramwell 

et al. 1972; Torg et al. 1974; Luethi & Nigg 1985; Skovron et al. 1990; Lambson et al. 

1996). 
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Various traction and injury studies have been performed with the main conclusions being 

that shoes with higher rotational traction produce more injuries (Torg et al. 1974; 

Lambson et al. 1996). It has been found that when the traction properties of the shoe and 

surface are increased, an increase in joint loading also occurs, specifically in the frontal 

plane and transverse plane (Wannop et al. 2010), which are believed to be the planes 

associated with injury (Besier et al. 2001; Stefanyshyn et al. 2006). 

 

While previous studies have answered some questions regarding footwear traction and 

injury, many still remain. The majority of these studies collected traction data on sample 

surfaces in the laboratory using new sample shoes (Torg et al. 1974; Heidt et al. 1996; 

Lambson et al. 2006). These values may not represent what occurs in a real game 

situation. The one study that did collect data on the surface of play (Villwock et al. 

2009b) used brand new sample shoes, collected only rotational traction data and 

performed data collection at different temperatures, which has been shown to affect 

traction (Torg et al. 1996). 

 

The current study was, therefore, performed as an initial step in further understanding the 

role of footwear traction. The purpose of this study was to determine the range of 

translational and rotational traction that exists in cleated footwear of athletes, on the 

actual surface of play of a natural grass and an artificial turf surface in Canadian high 

school football. 
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When examining all the footwear used in Canadian high school football, average 

translational traction was over 4% higher on the natural grass field, while average 

rotational traction was over 24% lower on the natural grass surface compared to the 

artificial surface. These differences in traction were surprising, specifically the higher 

translational traction on natural grass. Many previous studies have pointed to the 

coupling between translational and rotational traction, with an increase in one aspect 

resulting in an increase in the other aspect (Van Gheluwe et al. 1983), but that does not 

appear to always be the case.  In that regard, the majority of previous studies only 

collected rotational data when testing traction, due to the belief that it is the important 

component of traction in relation to injury. Based on the results of the current experiment 

that translational and rotational traction are not always coupled, these studies may be 

overlooking an important aspect associated with the injury mechanism. Early generations 

of artificial turf had higher translational as well as rotational traction, which was 

attributed to the increase in injury risk found on these artificial surfaces (Stanitski et al. 

1974; Torg et al. 1974; Lambson et al. 1996). Recent studies have shown that the 

difference in injury between new third generation artificial surfaces and grass are small 

(Meyers & Barnhill 2004; Meyers 2010). This is interesting because the rotational 

traction of the artificial surface is still much higher than grass, which again brings to light 

the fact that translational traction may be somehow linked to injury risk.   

 

The cause of the difference in translational and rotational traction on the two surfaces 

may be due to many factors such as the inclusion of the root zone structure on the natural 

grass as well as the difference in ‘soils’ between the two surfaces. The natural grass 
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surface is composed of a much harder and firmer dirt surface, which is believed to 

increase translational traction, while the artificial turf is composed of a softer infill 

material that can more easily move. This softer infill of the artificial surface may allow 

for the footwear to plow through the surface with much less force than the hard dirt of the 

grass, resulting in the lower translational traction. In terms of rotational traction the softer 

infill surface may have caused a screw type effect with the footwear, when the shoe was 

rotated, the softer, more movable infill, caused the shoe to screw somewhat into the 

surface, increasing the resistance to rotation.  

 

When the cleats were broken into distinct cleat groups, the footwear reacted somewhat 

differently depending on the surface it was tested on. On grass, the stud shoe had the 

highest translational traction, while on artificial turf the fin shoe had the highest traction 

values. This indicates that these shoes react very differently to the different surfaces, with 

the fin shoe having the greatest change in traction based on the surface. In terms of 

rotational traction, on grass the stud shoe had the highest traction, while on artificial turf 

all footwear groups had similar traction values.  

 

Even though footwear of the exact same type was tested, differences in traction were seen 

both on the natural grass and artificial turf. Large differences in translational and 

rotational traction could be seen on identical brands and models of shoes in different 

conditions (Figure 3-7). Shoes that were noticeably newer had much higher traction than 

the same model of shoe that was old and showed significant signs of wear. The new shoe 

had traction values of 0.84 and 50Nm compared to a noticeably worn shoe with values of 
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0.72 and 22Nm for translational and rotational traction respectively on grass. The same 

trend was seen for artificial turf, with the new shoe having traction values of 0.73 and 

43.5Nm compared to the worn shoe which had values of 0.66 and 25.6Nm for 

translational and rotational traction respectively. 

 

Figure 3-7: Photographs of a) a new shoe and b) a worn shoe. 

 

This result that wear can affect traction is not surprising as it has been shown in a 

previous study that stud geometry and parameters can influence footwear traction (Kirk et 

al. 2006). From a mechanical perspective makes sense as in terms of the traction tests 

utilized in this study, plowing friction is the main method of force produced during the 

traction test. The cleats on the shoe can be simplified as hard spheres that plough their 

way through the much softer turf surface. Recalling our equation for translational 

traction:  

 

Where μ is the translational traction, F is the friction force and N is the normal load. 

Simplifying each cleat as a simple sphere (Figure 3-8), the load support area during the 
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test is represented by the term AL. Therefore AL=2πr
2
 since the stud is being pressed in 

the direction of motion. The friction force is produced by the area of the surface in 

contact with the stud or the penetration of the stud, represented by Ap. From Bhushan 

(1999) it is safe to assume that the yielding of the surface is isotropic with its yield 

pressure being represented by p, therefore: 

N=pAL  and F=pAp 

Setting up our traction equation again: 

 

Simplifying the equation using the methods of Bhushan (1999): 

 

From this equation it is easy to determine that μ increases rapidly with an increase in r/R, 

therefore as the cleat is worn down the radius of the sphere will decrease which will 

affect the penetration changing the area in contact with the surface and therefore the 

traction values.  
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Figure 3-8: Diagram of individual cleats being represented as a hard sphere, 

plowing through the natural and artificial surface. Adapted from 

Bhushan (2002). 

 

The fact that the traction of the footwear can change based on the condition of the shoe 

draws strength to the fact that when conducting footwear studies that relate to injuries, 

using sample shoes does not accurately reflect the traction of each athlete. Due to the 

effect of wear on the cleats, previous studies that used new sample shoes and surfaces 

may have overestimated the traction of the cleats. The traction values tested would have 

given higher values than what the athletes would be experiencing on the field due to the 

wear of the cleats. Using the athlete’s footwear on the actual playing surface will result in 

a more accurate estimate of the traction that is available to each athlete.  

 

3.5 Conclusions 

When comparing footwear used by athletes in high school football, the translational 

traction of the footwear is higher on natural grass, while the rotational traction is higher 
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on artificial turf. The majority of cleats used in high school football are of the edge 

design. The cleats can be broken into three categories, with these categories having 

different traction translational traction on grass and turf, as well as different rotational 

traction on grass, with the rotational traction of artificial turf staying constant. Due to the 

wear seen in the cleats, collecting traction data using the athlete’s footwear on the actual 

surface of play should  result in a more accurate estimate of each athlete’s traction. From 

this study it was shown that there is a large variety of shoes and traction present in high 

school football. Future work will concentrate on whether this variety of traction has an 

effect on injury, and whether the low traction of the fin shoe design affects performance. 
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Chapter Four: The Effect of Normal Load, Movement Speed and Moisture on 

Footwear Traction 

4.1 Introduction 

Footwear friction has been studied for many years and is thought to influence both injury 

occurrence and athletic performance (Lambson et al. 1996; Muller et al. 2010). Friction 

values are a property of both the shoe and surface and usually are divided into two 

components; translational friction and rotational friction. Translational friction is defined 

as a coefficient determined from the ratio of tangential force to the force normal to the 

surface, while rotational friction is described using the peak moment of rotation with 

respect to the center of pressure (Nigg and Yeadon 1987), which refers to rotation of the 

foot around a point of contact on the shoe sole (Frederick 1986).  

 

When calculating mechanical dry friction, Amonton’s laws govern the relationship that 

exists between the surfaces. Amonton’s laws state: 1) the friction force is directly 

proportional to the applied load and 2) the friction force is independent of the apparent 

area of contact (Ateshian & Mow 2005). Previous studies have shown that friction of 

footwear does not follow these laws (Torg et al. 1974; Bowers & Martin 1975; Warren 

1996; Livesay et al. 2006; Kuhlman et al. 2010) due to the non-uniform surface of shoe 

soles, coupled with the visco-elastic properties contained with the shoe soles (Nigg & 

Anton 1995); therefore, in this study footwear friction will be termed footwear traction. 

 

Numerous studies have tested footwear traction using various normal loads, movement 

speeds, and on different surface conditions (Torg et al. 1974; Bonstingl et al. 1975; 
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Bowers & Martin 1975; Andreasson et al. 1986; Warren 1996; Heidt et al. 1996; Livesay 

et al. 2006; Villwock et al. 2009; Kuhlman et al. 2010), however, due to the divergence 

from Amonton’s laws, the results of two different studies that tested footwear traction at 

different normal loads, or different movement speeds are difficult to compare. No studies 

have systematically altered the normal load, movement speed and surface conditions to 

determine the influence that each of these variables has on footwear traction. Therefore, 

the purpose of this study was to investigate how alterations of normal load, speed of 

testing and surface moisture affect footwear traction. 

 

4.2 Methods 

Data were collected on three types of footwear, Nike Speed Shark (stud), Under Armour 

Metal Speed II Low (edge), Nike Air Impact Shark (fin) (Figure 4-1), using a portable 

traction testing machine (Figure 3-1, chapter 3). The tester consisted of a stiff base on 

which a single guide rail was mounted. A load bearing movable platform slid freely on 

the polished guide rail by means of low friction, linear bearings. The platform 

incorporated a structure for holding a vertical shaft.  The  shaft  was mounted  on  

bearings  so  that  it  may  rotate  freely. A support at the top of the shaft allowed weights 

to be added.  At the bottom end of the shaft, a last and test shoe were attached, with the 

machine being powered and controlled by a standalone, portable computer unit housed in 

a cabinet with the power supply and controlling components for the traction tester. For 

translational traction measurements, a hydraulic ram was attached to the platform. The 

force transducer recorded the force resisting motion of the carriage. This horizontal force 

divided by the vertical force was equal to the translational traction between the shoe and 
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playing field. The translational traction tests were conducted along the long axis of the 

shoe. 

 

 

Figure 4-1:  Photographs of the shoes tested. 

 

 

For rotational traction, the vertical shaft was unlocked and free to rotate, with the 

rotational axis of the tester in line with the forefoot. By unlocking the vertical shaft, the 

moment generated was determined by multiplying the force measured by the force 

transducer with the moment arm of the shaft.  

 

During testing each shoe was placed in 20
o
 of plantar flexion with only the forefoot in 

contact with the ground. The shoe was placed in this orientation in order to best simulate 

the foot orientation during a cutting movement. Five  trials  per  shoe-surface  condition  

were  collected  with  the  force  transducer  sampling  at  a  frequency  of  2000Hz. The 

validity and repeatability of the tester has been confirmed in a previous study (Wannop et 

al. 2009).  

 

To determine the effect that normal load had on translational and rotational traction, 

measurements were taken with vertical loads of 335N, 433N, 580N, 678N and 776N (the 
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lowest normal load the machine could achieve was 335N, while the highest load that 

could be tested with minimal damage to the field was 776N), with testing order 

randomized. These loads were selected as they were somewhat equal increments, and 

represented the max and minimum values that the tester and field could safely handle.  

The movement speed of the tester was set at 200mm/s moving a distance of 200mm for 

translational traction and 90
o
/s for rotational traction moving a distance of 70

o
.  

 

To determine the effect of altering movement speed on traction, translational tests were 

performed using speeds of 50mm/s, 100mm/s, 150mm/s and 200mm/s, and rotational 

tests performed using speeds of 30
o
/s, 60

o
/s and 90

o
/s all with a total normal load of 

580N.  

 

To determine the effect of moisture on traction, measurements were first taken on a dry 

area of the field (0 moisture), an area with 1.37mL/cm
2
 (1X moisture) of water added 

onto the surface and an area with 2.74mL/cm
2 

(2X moisture) added onto the surface. 

 

Testing was performed both on a field composed of natural grass (Kentucky bluegrass) 

and a field composed of artificial turf (Fieldturf) on the same day. After each trial, the 

shoe and tester were moved to a different location on the field, within the same relative 

vicinity but on a fresh piece of turf.  The artificial turf surface consisted of the 2.5 inch 

Duraspine product installed by Fieldturf. The surface contained 4.55 kilograms per 

square foot of in-fill consisting of 3.19 kilograms of silica sand plus 1.36 kilograms of 

cryogenic rubber. The infill was installed with an initial base layer of silica sand, 
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followed by 8-10 applications of a silica sand/rubber mixture, finished with a final top 

layer of larger sized cryogenic rubber particles. 

 

For both translational and rotational tests, the peak static traction value during each trial 

was selected and the average of these peaks for all trials was analyzed.  To determine the 

relationships between traction and normal load, speed of movement and moisture, the 

coefficient of determination (R
2
) was calculated using a linear least squares fit (Pearson 

correlation) in SPSS 10 (SPSS Science Inc, Chicago, Ill) with the significance of the 

regression being set at a 95% level of confidence. 

 

4.3 Results 

The effect of normal load, movement speed and surface moisture on footwear traction 

can be seen in Figure 4-2, Figure 4-3 and Figure 4-4 respectively. All regression analysis 

data, R
2
 values and p-values can be seen in Table 4-1 for the grass surface and Table 4-2 

for the artificial turf surface.  
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Table 4-1. Regression analysis on natural grass. 

    Translational Traction Rotational Traction 

Variable Shoe Equation R
2
 p-value Equation R

2
 p-value 

Load 

Stud y = 0.0002x + 0.5990 0.9396 0.006 y = 0.0146x + 24.84 0.9447 0.006 

Edge y = 0.0003x + 0.4666 0.9762 0.002 y = 00.215x + 14.55 0.9739 0.002 

Fin y = 0.0003x + 0.4482 0.9685 0.002 y = 0.0188x + 15.23 0.9743 0.002 

Speed 

Stud y = 0.0017x + 0.3980 0.9423 0.029 y = -0.0086x + 34.09 0.1753 0.725 

Edge y = 0.0016x + 0.3722 0.9978 0.001 y = 0.0066x + 32.87 0.3145 0.901 

Fin y = 0.0016x + 0.3634 0.9998 < 0.001 y = 0.0086x + 31.60 0.2509 0.666 

Moisture 

Stud y = -0.0208x + 0.6680 0.2216 0.688 y = 0.8824x + 32.86 0.176 0.724 

Edge y = 0.0058x + 0.6821 0.9257 0.176 y = 0.8571x + 31.46 0.9866 0.074 

Fin y = 0.0104x + 0.6709 0.6449 0.406 y = 1.9006x + 30.91 0.9926 0.055 

 

 

Table 4-2. Regression analysis on artificial turf. 

    Translational Traction Rotational Traction 

Variable Shoe Equation R
2
 p-value Equation R

2
 p-value 

Load 

Stud y = 0.0003x + 0.5749 0.9835 0.001 y = 0.0365x + 32.61 0.9949 < 0.001 

Edge y = 0.0003x + 0.4644 0.9842 0.001 y = 0.03314x + 32.54 0.9898 < 0.001 

Fin y = 0.0003x + 0.4615 0.9685 0.002 y = 0.0372x + 33.51 0.9718  0.002 

Speed 

Stud y = 0.0019x + 0.3434 0.9952 0.002 y = -0.022x + 51.65 0.2476 0.668 

Edge y = 0.0019x + 0.3559 0.9975 0.001 y = 0.0061x + 49.44 0.0743 0.824 

Fin y = 0.0016x + 0.3563 0.9751 0.013  y = -0.009x + 54.14 0.0331 0.884 

Moisture 

Stud  y = -0.04x + 0.6760 0.6404 0.723 y = -4.3771x + 47.48 0.9761 0.099 

Edge y = -0.018x + 0.6970 0.3283 0.612 y = -2.8065x + 46.33 0.9328 0.167 

Fin y = -0.0093x + 0.6644 0.1776 0.409 y = -3.5082x + 48.00 0.7089 0.363 
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The effect of normal load on footwear traction can be seen in Figure 4-2. Both 

translational and rotational traction had a significant linear increase with normal load 

regardless of the shoe or surface tested. The R
2
 values had a range of 0.9396 to 0.9762 on 

the grass and 0.9685 to 0.9842 on the artificial turf for translational traction. For 

rotational traction, the R
2
 values were in the range of 0.9447 to 0.9743 on grass and 

0.9718 to 0.9949 for the artificial turf surface.  

 

 

Figure 4-2: Effect of normal load on translational (top row) and rotational 

(bottom row) traction. The left column is traction on the natural grass 

surface, while the right column is traction on the artificial turf 

surface. 

 

The effect of movement speed on traction can be seen in Figure 4-3. Translational 

traction had a significant linear increase with movement speed regardless of shoe or 

surface tested, with R
2
 values in the range of 0.9423 to 0.9998 on grass and 0.9751 to 
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0.9975 on artificial turf. For rotational traction, the traction values seemed to stay 

constant with no significant correlation present, regardless of shoe or surface. The R
2
 

values were in the range of 0.1753 to 0.3145 on the grass and 0.0331 to 0.2476 on the 

artificial turf.  

 

Figure 4-3: Effect of movement speed on translational (top row) and rotational 

(bottom row) traction. The left column is traction on the natural grass 

surface, while the right column is traction on the artificial turf 

surface. 

 

The effect of moisture on each surface can be seen in Figure 4-4. The stud, edge and fin 

shoes had R
2
 values of 0.2216 (p=0.688), 0.9257 (p=0.176) and 0.6449 (p=0.406) on 

grass and R
2
 values of 0.6404 (p=0.723), 0.3283 (p=0.612), and 0.1776 (p=0.409) on 

artificial turf in terms of translational traction. For rotational traction, R
2
 values of 0.1760 

(p=0.724), 0.9866 (p=0.074) and 0.9926 (p=0.055) were seen on grass and R
2
 values of 
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0.9761 (p=0.099), 0.9328 (p=0.167), and 0.7089(p=0.363) on artificial turf for the stud, 

edge and fin shoe.  

 

Figure 4-4: Effect of surface moisture on translational (top row) and rotational 

(bottom row) traction. The left column is traction on the natural grass 

surface, while the right column is traction on the artificial turf 

surface. 

 

4.4 Discussion 

Footwear traction has been studied for the past 30 years, through various mechanical 

testing techniques using different normal loads, movement speeds and surface conditions 

(Torg et al. 1974; Bonstingl et al. 1975; Bowers & Martin 1975; Andreasson et al. 1986; 

Heidt et al. 1996; Warren 1996; Livesay et al. 2006; Villwock et al. 2009a; Kuhlman et 

al. 2010). However, due to footwear traction diverging from Amonton’s laws of friction, 

comparisons between studies have been difficult. The purpose of the current study was to 
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examine how altering normal load, movement speed and surface conditions affect 

footwear traction. 

 

4.4.1 Normal Load 

All shoes tested regardless of surface, displayed a strong, linear, positive correlation 

between normal load and traction, which supports previous studies (Torg et al. 1974; 

Bowers et al. 1975; Warren et al. 1996; Liversay et al. 2006). This increase in traction 

was due to the interaction between the shoe and surface, with greater normal loads 

causing greater penetration depth of the footwear cleats into the ground, resulting in 

larger traction values. However, the difference in penetration of the cleats between the 

shoes was not quantified in the current study. 

 

Although the slopes of the footwear tested were slightly different, the ranking of the 

shoes did not change as load increased. For example, on grass the stud shoe always had 

the highest traction values, while the fin shoe always had the lowest. One of the main 

problems of performing traction tests with large normal loads is that the field, or sample 

surface receives a large amount of damage during the testing. The fact that the ranking of 

the shoes stayed constant could allow traction measurements to be conducted at much 

lower normal loads. Researchers could simply extrapolate their results to more 

‘physiologically relevant’ loads, or since the ranking of the footwear was constant, use 

the results at the lower normal loads.  
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The results of the experiment could allow for comparisons between studies with similar 

testing procedures that were conducted using different normal loads by extrapolating the 

traction curves. It must be stressed that this extrapolation should be used with caution and 

would only be possible if the linear relationships were known. As well there may be 

certain normal loads when the relationship fails to be linear (perhaps at extreme high or 

low loads). Unfortunately no studies in the literature could be found which measured the 

traction of the footwear tested in this study with similar testing procedures (rotational 

axis in the forefoot, only forefoot in contact with the ground).  

 

4.4.2 Movement Speed 

As the speed of translational movement was increased, a strong, positive, linear 

correlation was displayed for translational traction for all shoes, regardless of surface. 

However in terms of rotational traction, increases in the speed of rotation had little effect 

on traction. There have been a few previous studies which have investigated how 

movement speed can affect traction (Schlaepfer et al. 1983; Andreasson et al. 1986).  

These studies showed very shoe specific relationships, where certain shoe-surface 

combinations resulted in increases in traction as the speed of movement increased, while 

other combinations resulted in constant traction values as movement speed increased 

(Schlaepfer et al. 1983; Andreasson et al. 1986). The current study displayed that on 

grass and artificial field turf, all footwear responded similarly, with an absence of any 

shoe specific relationships. The differences between results may be due to the testing 

methods, or the fact that this study measured cleated footwear, while the previous studies 

measured running shoes, tennis shoes as well as cleated footwear. As well the cleat 
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design or type of cleat tested was not well documented with previous studies simply 

referring to the cleated shoes as soccer shoes.  

 

The ranking of the footwear did not change as the speed was altered indicating that 

comparative results can be acquired when testing at slower speeds that may not 

necessarily be ‘game specific’, but may be easier to collect.  

 

4.4.3 Surface Moisture 

The surface moisture during footwear traction testing has been thought to affect traction 

with previous studies showing that increases in moisture results in a vast reduction of 

footwear traction (Bowers et al. 1975; Heidt et al. 1996). These studies examined the 

effect of surface conditions on 2nd generation artificial turf surfaces only, which had 

limited drainage and was more representative of a carpet surface. No current studies 

could be found investigating the effects of moisture on third generation, in-fill surfaces. 

In this study, it was found that the changes in moisture affected the shoes differently, 

which is supported by results from a thesis, showing differing shoe specific changes in 

traction as surface moisture was altered on both second generation artificial turf as well 

as natural grass  (Mallette 1996).  

 

On grass the stud shoe was greatly affected when 1x moisture was added, having a 

decrease in translational traction and an increase in rotational traction. As more moisture 

was added, the stud shoe seemed to ‘recover’ and return to values similar to the edge and 

fin shoe. These shoe specific differences seen were due to the different cleat arrangement 
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of the footwear. The stud shoe, which was characterized by a more uniform sole of 

smaller rubber cleats, reacted quite differently than the edge and fin shoe, which had a 

smaller number of much larger cleats. This different reaction was caused by the softening 

of the soil with the increase in moisture, which allowed the longer cleats to penetrate 

deeper into the ground. This deeper penetration could have provided a more stable 

interface, whereas the shorter cleats of the stud shoe were affected by the non-uniformity 

of the surface to a greater extent, perhaps explaining the sudden ‘jumps’ in traction 

values.  

 

On the artificial turf surface all three shoes reacted similarly with a decrease in traction 

with 1x and 2x moisture. The different effect moisture had on the grass and artificial turf 

surface may be due to the difference in ‘soils’ of each surface. On grass the edge and fin 

shoe had slight increases in traction as moisture was added, while on artificial turf 

decreases in traction were witnessed. On natural turf, the soil is composed of tightly 

packed dirt which is held together by the strong root structure of the grass, while on 

artificial turf, the surface layer consists of loosely packed rubber pellets. These rubber 

pellets freely move, and act to facilitate the drainage and runoff of the water when added 

to the surface (Severn 2010). The majority of water potentially quickly flowed to the 

underlying sand surface, leaving a small layer of boundary lubrication on the rubber 

pellets which reduced the traction. While on the grass surface, the soil held the water 

much better, possibly making a mud type mixture. In addition the root zone may have 

contributed to hold the water much better.  
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It is important to note that as the surface conditions changed, the ranking of the footwear 

also changed, indicating that these shoes react very differently to moisture. The stud shoe 

was most affected having a vast reduction in translational traction, and the greatest 

increase in rotational traction as moisture was added, while the fin and edge shoe were 

affected to a smaller, more predictable extent.  

 

4.5 Conclusion 

This study sought to determine how normal load, movement speed and surface conditions 

affect footwear traction in an effort to better allow for comparisons between studies. 

Normal load had a linear effect on traction with the ranking of the footwear remaining 

constant indicating that testing at small normal loads may be sufficient. Movement speed 

also had a linear relationship for translational traction, but was constant for rotational 

traction with the footwear rankings remaining constant again indicating that slow speeds 

may be sufficient for testing. Surface moisture had a large effect on footwear traction and 

was shoe and surface specific. It is important to note that the relationships listed above 

are only valid for the method of testing utilized (forefoot contact), as well as for the range 

of loads and speeds tested. The relationship may fail to remain linear at higher or lower 

loads or speeds. Future studies may continue to examine the effect that moisture has on 

footwear traction to better understand how these shoes react to changing conditions. 
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Chapter Five:  Footwear Traction at Different Areas on Artificial and Natural 

Grass Fields 

5.1 Introduction 

It has been previously proposed that non-contact injuries in sport may be due to the 

interaction between the shoe and surface, termed footwear traction (Torg et al. 1974; 

Heidt et al. 1996; Livesay et al. 2006). Studies have shown that increases in footwear 

traction lead to an increase in the amount of lower extremity non-contact ACL injury 

(Lambson et al. 1996) as well as increases in knee and ankle joint loading (Wannop et al. 

2010). Obviously sport surface characteristics play a large role in this relationship. 

 

Artificial turf was first used as an alternative to natural turf in 1966, with the first major 

installation being Texas in the Astrodome. These early turfs are known as first 

generation, and were made from fibres (usually nylon) densely packed with no shockpad 

or in-fill between the fibres and ground surface. Second generation products began to 

appear in 1976 and were categorized by longer fibres with sand used to fill the spaces 

between the fibres and shockpads being incorporated under the surface. These earlier 

generations of artificial turf have been attributed to a greater risk and incidence of injury 

compared to natural grass (Bramwell et al. 1972; Skovron et al. 1990) with the 

mechanism thought to be due to the increased footwear traction.  

 

While 1st and 2nd generation artificial surfaces more resembled carpet due to their tightly 

packed fibres and limited in-fill/shockpad, newer 3rd generation surfaces were developed 

in the 1990’s that were composed of less dense, fibrillated fibres which closely mimicked 
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natural grass due to the addition of an in-fill composed of rubber and/or sand particles. 

Many facilities have begun to install these 3rd generation in-fill surfaces due to the ability 

of the surfaces to permit higher usage from greater durability, allow all weather 

capabilities as well as being labelled as ‘low maintenance’.  

 

In terms of 3rd generation surfaces, it has been shown that these in-fill surfaces increase 

the shoe-surface rotational traction of the athlete (Livesay et al. 2006; chapter 3 of this 

thesis), however recent studies have reported similar or even a decrease in injuries 

compared to natural grass (Meyers & Barnhill 2004; Steffen et al. 2007; Meyers 2010). 

This raises the question as to whether the high footwear traction is the cause of these non-

contact injures or if some other mechanism is at play. One initial thought is that perhaps 

it is not the magnitude of the higher traction but rather the inconsistencies going from a 

region of low traction to high traction and vice versa that poses the greatest risk of injury. 

While no study has examined how an inconsistent surface can affect injury, anecdotally 

an increase in surface consistency was matched with a dramatic decrease in injury 

frequency (Nigg 2003). Therefore, the purpose of this study was to compare the footwear 

traction at various locations on an in-fill artificial turf and natural grass surface. It was 

hypothesized that artificial turf would be more consistent throughout the field compared 

to natural grass.  

 

5.2 Methods 

Data were collected on three types of footwear, Nike Speed Shark (stud), Under Armour 

Metal Speed II Low (edge), Nike Air Impact Shark (fin)  (Figure 5-1), using a portable 
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traction testing machine (Figure 3-1, chapter 3). The tester consisted of a stiff base on 

which a single guide rail was mounted. A load bearing movable platform slid freely on 

the polished guide rail by means of low friction, linear bearings. The platform 

incorporated a structure for holding a vertical shaft.  The  shaft  was mounted  on  

bearings  so  that  it  could  rotate  freely. A support at the top of the shaft allows weights 

to be added. At the bottom end of the shaft, a last and test shoe were attached, with the 

machine being powered and controlled by a standalone, portable touch-screen computer.  

 

 

Figure 5-1: Photographs of the shoes tested 

 

For translational traction measurements, a hydraulic ram was attached to the platform. 

The force transducer recorded the force resisting motion of the carriage. This horizontal 

force divided by the vertical force was equal to the translational traction between the shoe 

and playing field. The translational traction tests were conducted along the long axis of 

the shoe in the forward movement direction. For rotational traction, the vertical shaft was 

unlocked and free to rotate, with the rotational axis of the tester in line with the forefoot. 

By unlocking the vertical shaft, the moment generated was determined by multiplying the 

force measured by the force transducer with the moment arm of the shaft. All rotational 

tests were performed in the internal rotational direction.  
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During testing each shoe was placed in 20
o
 of plantar flexion with only the forefoot in 

contact with the ground. Five  trials  per  shoe-surface  condition  were  collected  with  

the  force  transducer  sampling  at  a  frequency  of  2000Hz. For all tests a total normal 

load of 580N was used, with the tester moving at a speed of 200mm/s, moving a distance 

of 200mm for translational traction and 90
o
/s, moving a through 70

o
 for rotational 

traction. The validity and repeatability of the tester has been confirmed in a previous 

study (Wannop et al. 2009).  

 

Each shoe was tested at six different locations on both the artificial turf surface, as well 

as the natural grass football field. The first three locations tested were 5 meters from the 

sideline (sideline), 15 meters from the sideline (numbers) and at midfield (center) along 

the 40 yard line. The same three locations were also collected along the 20 yard line 

(Figure 5-2). The artificial turf surface consisted of the 2.5 inch Duraspine product 

installed by Fieldturf. The surface contained 4.55 kilograms per square foot of in-fill 

consisting of 3.19 kilograms of silica sand plus 1.36 kilograms of cryogenic rubber. The 

infill was installed with an initial base layer of silica sand, followed by 8-10 applications 

of a silica sand/rubber mixture, finished with a final top layer of larger sized cryogenic 

rubber particles. The grass surface consisted of Kentucky Bluegrass.  
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Figure 5-2: Location of the six areas used for traction testing 

 

Measurements on the natural grass were taken at the beginning and end of the season 

which lasted four months to capture any changes in traction that may result from a 

wearing down of the field due to use.  

 

Comparisons between locations were completed using a one way ANOVA with SPSS 10 

(SPSS Science Inc, Chicago, Ill) with the significance of the comparisons being set at a 

95% level of confidence. 

 

5.3 Results 

The results of the traction testing on the natural grass and artificial turf at the end of the 

season can be seen in Figure 5-3 and Figure 5-4 respectively. On grass, as the location of 
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testing moved away from the center location the general trend was an increase in both 

translational and rotational traction, with peak traction values being present at the 

sideline. On artificial turf, the results were a bit more variable, with different shoes 

responding differently to the change in location, as well as differing results for 

translational and rotational traction. The effect of wear on the grass surface can be seen in 

Figure 5-5. The general trend for the data was a vast reduction in traction at the end of the 

season especially at the center location.  

 

 

Figure 5-3: Translational and rotational traction of the edge, fin and stud shoe on 

natural grass at the end of the season along the 20 and 40 yard line. 
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Figure 5-4: Translational and rotational traction of the edge, fin and stud shoe on 

artificial turf at the end of the season along the 20 and 40 yard line. 

 

Figure 5-5: Changes in translational and rotational traction along the 20 and 40 

yard line on the natural grass field. Negative values indicate a 

decrease in traction at the end of the season. Significant differences 

are indicated with an asterisk. 
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5.4 Discussion 

There have been great advancements in artificial turf development in the last decade, with 

3rd generation in-fill surfaces having similar characteristics to natural grass. One of the 

concerns when it comes to artificial turf is the thought that these surfaces lead to an 

increase in non-contact injuries due to the increase in rotational traction. Recent studies 

have shown, however, that injury rates may not be increased even though increases in 

rotational traction are present (Skovron et al. 1990; Meyers & Barnhill 2004; Steffen et 

al. 2007; Meyers 2010). This raises the thought that perhaps part of the mechanism of 

these non-contact injuries is from the inconsistent traction existing on a natural grass field 

and the current study sought to determine if artificial turf surfaces present more 

consistent traction characteristics across the surface.  

 

On grass, no differences in traction were found along the 20 or 40 yard line at the 

beginning of the season, indicating that the field was very consistent, offering uniform 

traction values regardless of location. However, footwear tested on the same field of 

natural grass at the end of the season displayed large differences in traction. Large 

differences were seen along both the 20 and 40 yard line, indicating that the field no 

longer provided uniform traction, with the field conditions changing dramatically as the 

season progressed. Visually the changes in surface conditions were noticeable, with a 

large amount of damage occurring specifically at the center position. Centerfield is where 

the majority of the game is played, which caused the large reductions in traction simply 

due to wear. Along the 40 yard line the wear and damage of season play had destroyed 

the grass so the testing was performed mostly on the underlying dirt at the center 
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position, a mixture of dirt and dead grass at the numbers and mostly healthy grass at the 

sidelines. Rotational traction has long been thought of as much more dangerous in terms 

of shoe-surface related injuries (Lambson et al. 1996), and as the season progressed, 

rotational traction was affected to a greater extent than translational traction. This vast 

reduction in rotational traction as the season progressed may partly explain the early 

season injury bias (Orchard 2002), in which football injury studies have reported a 

greater incidence of injury at the start of the season than at the end of the season when the 

season is played during the fall months (when the present study was conducted) 

(Bramwell et al. 1972; Culpepper & Niemann, 1983; Hoffman & Lyman, 1988; Andresen 

et al. 1989). This reduction in rotational traction on grass may have a protective effect for 

athletes lowering the loading on the joints and leading to a reduction in injury. 

 

The artificial in-fill turf was expected to be a much more consistent surface compared to 

grass, which was not the case. The alterations in the traction were due to the movement of 

the in-fill material as a result of use and wear of the surface, which created regions of 

high and low traction. Areas of heavy play would experience a large turnover of in-fill 

material which was seen most notably for rotational traction, at the center and sideline 

locations. The reduction in traction at the center again was due to the large amount of 

play in this area of the field, while the decrease in traction at the sideline would be caused 

by the heavy traffic associated with players exiting and entering the field (as the players 

bench was located off field at this location). While the artificial turf is swept as part of 

routine maintenance to redistribute the in-fill material, it is unknown when the last 

maintenance was performed prior to testing. While the relative changes in traction were 
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much smaller on the artificial turf than the natural grass, the artificial turf, may in fact 

pose a higher risk in terms of non-contact injury. On the grass surface, these areas of high 

and low traction were very visible, while on artificial turf, the surface appeared 

consistent. If an athlete expects a certain value of traction, but moves into an area of high 

or low traction on the artificial turf, foot fixation or slipping may occur, which may injure 

the athlete depending on the severity of the slip or foot fixation.  

 

The consistency of each shoe type may also be important to the athlete when selecting 

footwear. The athlete will want a shoe that behaves the most consistently on all areas of 

the field, to allow for reliable performance. Even though the surface changed as the 

season progressed and there were differing areas of high and low traction at the end of the 

season, it was speculated that the different types of footwear would behave differently 

and perhaps some would be able to mitigate these surface changes. The footwear tested 

were quite different with the edge shoe composed of a smaller number of larger cleats, 

arranged around the periphery of the sole, the fin shoe had a small number of large blades 

arranged in various directions, while the stud shoe had a large number of small rubber 

cleats. It was thought that the edge and fin shoe would provide greater traction on the 

fresh grass areas of the field by enabling deep penetration of the larger cleats, and that the 

traction would be heavily affected when testing was conducted in areas with limited or 

damaged grass surfaces. The stud shoe was expected to behave differently, maintaining 

its traction to a greater degree on the damaged areas of the field due to the larger number 

of smaller cleats which would increase the area of contact between the two surfaces. 

Comparing the traction of the three types of shoes, at the end of the season on grass, all 
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shoes responded similarly with the general trend of low traction at the center position and 

increasing as the location was moved closer to the sidelines. On grass, no shoe was able 

to mitigate the changes in traction over the season or the inconsistencies in traction as 

testing location changed.  

 

On artificial turf, the greatest effect of changing traction with location was seen in the 

stud shoe especially along the 40 yard line. A reduction or movement of in-fill material 

would not affect the edge cleat design to the extent of the stud or fin shoe, since the cleats 

can penetrate to a much deeper level. The smaller more uniform stud shoe configuration 

likely had a reduced interaction with the surface, due to the lower penetration or lack of 

penetration due to in-fill movement. On artificial turf the edge and fin shoe were able to 

slightly mitigate the changes in surface condition as testing location was changed, 

however the stud shoe was not.  

 

5.5 Conclusions 

The results of the current study indicate that over the course of a season the traction 

values of a natural grass field change considerably, creating visible areas of high and low 

traction. This reduction in traction as the season progresses may provide a protective 

mechanism to athletes late in the season, partially explaining the early season injury bias. 

Surprisingly the artificial turf surface also had areas of high and low traction due to the 

movement of the in-fill material during play. Cleat type also had an effect on traction 

with different types of cleats being affected by changes in surface location to different 

degrees. Future work may aim to determine how traction values of an in-fill artificial turf 
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surface change over the course of a season and over a single game, as well as how this 

change in traction on the field potentially influences non-contact injury. 
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Chapter Six: Footwear Traction and Lower Extremity Non-Contact Injury 

6.1 Introduction 

In Canada, the leading cause of injury in adolescents is sport (King et al. 1998), with as 

much as 78% of these injuries being located in the lower extremity (Emery et al. 2005). 

Injuries in sport are generally termed as either contact, resulting from contact with 

another player or non-contact where the injury occurs without contact with another 

player, possibly resulting from the interaction between the shoe and surface. When 

examining across all sports, 58% of injures were found to be due to contact, while up to 

36.8% of injuries were thought to be non-contact, with the remaining injuries being 

unknown (Turbeville et al. 2003; Hootman et al. 2007). It has been long believed that one 

of the major causes of non-contact injury, especially in gridiron football, is related to the 

shoe-surface interaction (Torg et al. 1974; Lambson et al. 1996; Pasanen et al. 2008).   

 

Gridiron football is one of the most popular sports for adolescents, being played in more 

than 14,000 high schools in the United States, with an estimated one million students 

participating each year (National Federation of State High School Associations 2009). 

Lower extremity injuries are prevalent in football, with injuries to the ankle and knee 

joint being by far the most widespread and costly (Powell & Barber-Foss 1999; 

Turbeville et al. 2003; Fong et al. 2007; Hootman et al. 2007; Nelson et al. 2007). In fact, 

ankle injuries can represent over 24% of all high school athletic injuries (Nelson et al. 

2007) and as much as 76% of all football related injuries (Garrick & Requa 1988). The 

majority of injuries are sustained by football positions that involve a large amount of 

maximal effort cutting and pivoting movements, with running backs (26.4% of all 
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football injuries) and wide receivers (11.6% of all football injuries) being the positions 

most likely of sustaining an injury (Nelson et al. 2007). Due to these cutting movements, 

it is of no surprise that even though football is a high impact contact sport, over 36% of 

all injuries are non-contact in nature (Turbeville et al. 2003).  

 

For the past forty years footwear traction has been thought to be one of the causes of 

lower extremity injury in sport. Foot fixation was first thought to be affiliated with injury, 

with work by Torg et al. (1974) being one of the first to publish on the traction of 

footwear. These authors combined results from previous injury studies, in order to gain 

further insight into the relationship between footwear traction and injury. The results 

suggested that athletes who wore a shoe model, which produced lower rotational traction, 

had a lower incidence and severity of injury over the season. 

 

In a landmark three year prospective study, Lambson et al., (1996) examined the 

rotational resistance of modern football cleat designs worn at the time and the 

corresponding incidence of ACL tears in high school football players. Cleats with an 

Edge design (longer irregular cleats placed at the peripheral margin of the sole with a 

number of smaller cleats pointed interiorly) had the highest rotational traction and when 

compared to the athlete injury rate, led to a statistically higher number of ACL tears 

compared to the group consisting of all other shoes. While this study was the first to 

examine the link between footwear traction and injury prospectively, it still possessed 

some limitations. The major limitation was that the actual surface and shoes were not 

used for rotational traction measurements and only representative sample surfaces and 
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footwear were used. Studies have shown that substantial differences in traction 

measurements can result when comparing laboratory testing of sample surfaces to on-

field traction testing (Severn et al. 2010). Additionally the results may not have been as 

strong as initially thought, as all football shoe models did not follow the trend of greater 

traction leading to a greater incidence of injury.  

 

Unfortunately, in recent years, little work has followed that of Lambson, relating to 

footwear traction and injury. Regardless, it is still widely thought that rotational traction 

is an important component of traction in terms of injury.  However, the majority of work 

has examined rotational traction exclusively, completely ignoring translational traction 

without much justification (Torg et al. 1974; Torg et al. 1996; Livesay et al. 2006; 

Villwock et al. 2009a; Villwock et al. 2009b).  Translational traction provides athletes 

with the ability to start and stop suddenly as well as to perform certain cutting 

manoeuvres, which may also place the athlete at risk of foot fixation, causing injury.  

While the study of Lambson et al., (1996) indicated that high traction may lead to injury, 

they did not indicate how the risk of injury changed with increasing traction or what 

amount of traction was safest. Additionally, in the past decade new generations of 

artificial turfs as well as engineered grasses and soils have been developed, which will 

affect the footwear traction of athletes but no studies have been conducted along the lines 

of Lambson on these new surfaces. Research into the actual relationship between an 

athlete’s footwear traction and injury over the entire range of traction actually used in 

sport is not available. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to determine if a 
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relationship exists between an athlete’s footwear traction and lower extremity non-

contact injury. 

 

6.2 Methods 

Data were collected over the course of three years at Shouldice Athletic Park in Calgary, 

Canada. Shouldice Athletic Park is a multiuse facility where all city high school gridiron 

football games in Calgary are played. Over the course of the three year study, the park 

converted its fields from all-natural grass to all artificial turf surfaces. During year one, 

the fields consisted of all grass surfaces, during year two they consisted of 50% grass 

fields, 50% artificial turf fields and during year three they consisted of all artificial turf 

fields.  

 

The artificial turf surface consisted of the 6.35cm Duraspine product installed by 

Fieldturf. The surface was composed of 4.55 kilograms per square foot of in-fill 

consisting of 3.19 kilograms of silica sand plus 1.36 kilograms of cryogenic rubber. The 

infill was installed with an initial base layer of silica sand, followed by 8-10 applications 

of a silica sand/rubber mixture, finished with a final top layer of larger sized cryogenic 

rubber particles. The grass surface consisted of Kentucky Bluegrass, which had a blade 

length of 5cm, with the underlying soil consisting of 40% clay, 30% sand and 30% silt. 

 

A total of 555 high school football players from different Calgary area high schools 

participated in the study. In order to participate, athletes were required to have their 

parents read and sign a consent form approved by the Universities ethics committee as 
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well as fill out a baseline pre-season questionnaire (Appendix A). The characteristics of 

the athletes can be seen in Table 6-1. During each year, footwear of all athletes that 

participated were tested using a portable robotic traction testing machine (Figure 3-1, 

chapter 3). The machine consisted of a stiff base on which a single guide rail was 

mounted. A load bearing movable platform slid freely on the polished guide rail by 

means of low friction, linear bearings. The platform incorporated a structure for holding a 

vertical shaft. The shaft was mounted on bearings so that it may rotate freely. A support 

at the top of the shaft allowed additional mass to be added to the movable platform 

thereby increasing the normal load during the traction test. Translational and rotational 

traction measurements were taken using a normal load of 580N, which was found during 

a previous study, to be the most physiologically relevant load that could be utilized that 

was both repeatable and caused minimal damage to the field (Wannop et al., 2009). 

Similarly, it has been shown previously in chapter 3 that the relationship between normal 

load and footwear traction is highly linear. 

Table 6-1.  Anthropometrics of the 555 athletes 

  
Age 

[years] 

Mass 

[kg] 

Height 

[m] 

Experience 

[years] 

Mean 16.3 79.5 1.79 2.5 

St. Dev 0.7 14.1 6.9 2.4 

 

At the bottom of the movable platform, a shoe last was attached and was placed in 20
o
 of 

plantar-flexion. This orientation allowed only the forefoot cleats to be in contact with the 

ground when the test shoe was attached to the last, which would simulate the foot 

orientation during a cutting movement. The machine was powered and controlled by a 

stand-alone, portable touch-screen computer. 
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For translational traction measurements, a hydraulic ram was attached to the platform and 

the force exerted by the hydraulic ram was measured using a force transducer. The 

translational traction tests were conducted along the long axis of the shoe, which is 

representative of the initial foot plant prior to a cutting maneuver. The platform and the 

attached mass were moved horizontally along the guide rail at a speed of 200mm/s 

moving a total distance of 200mm. This speed was selected as it was found to have high 

repeatability during previous studies and was the maximum speed that could be tested 

with no residual movement of the testing machine (Wannop et al. 2009). The force 

transducer recorded the force resisting motion of the platform. This horizontal force 

divided by the vertical force was equal to the translational traction between the test shoe 

and playing field.  

 

For rotational traction, the vertical shaft was unlocked and free to rotate, with the 

rotational axis of the tester being placed in line with the forefoot. The force transducer 

measured the moment generated around this axis of rotation. The shaft was rotated at a 

speed of 90
o
/s. 

 

Three trials per shoe-surface condition were collected with the force transducer sampling 

at a frequency of 2000Hz. A previous study found the traction tester to have both a high 

validity and repeatability (Wannop et al. 2009). The mean temperature during the on field 

traction testing between all testing days was 10.6±5.4
o
C. 
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For traction testing, all footwear were collected from the athletes after a practice at the 

start of the season. The shoes were labelled and the brand, make, model, size and mass of 

the shoe were recorded with photographs taken. The shoes were transported and tested at 

Shouldice athletic park during the next day and returned to the team before the start of 

their next practice. During year one, the shoes were only tested on the natural grass 

surface, during year two all traction tests were conducted on both the natural grass and 

the artificial turf surface and during year three tests were conducted on the artificial 

surface.  

 

Over the course of each year, data on all injuries of the athletes were recorded by 

certified athletic therapists on site at the athletic field. While the definition of injury lacks 

universal agreement (Prager et al. 1989), in this study a reportable injury was defined as 

any game-related football trauma that resulted in an athlete missing all or part of a game, 

any time away from competition as well as any injury reported or treated by the athletic 

trainer similar to the studies of Meyers et al., (2004, 2010). When an injury occurred, the 

athletic therapist immediately recorded the history (what caused the injury, whether it 

occurred as a result of contact or non-contact), any additional observations, as well as the 

results of any functional, special tests performed (Appendix B). In addition, the outcome 

of the injury was recorded as well as the length of time the athlete was inactive (not 

participating in any games or practices) by practice participation forms filled out by 

trainers present at all team practices (Appendix C). 
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For analysis, individual athlete injury data that was deemed to be due to a non-contact 

event were combined with the individual athlete footwear traction data. For traction data, 

the static peak translational traction coefficient and peak rotational moment were used to 

define the translational and rotational components of traction for each athlete. The effect 

of each surface on non-contact, lower extremity injury was first compared using a chi-

squared test with a Yates correction for continuity at a significance level of 0.05. The 

injury rate was calculated as the number of injuries per 1000 game exposures, to allow 

for comparison between previous studies (Powell & Barber-Foss 1999; Turbeville et al. 

2003; Shankar et al. 2007) and 95% confidence intervals were estimated using a Poisson 

regression. If no difference in lower extremity non-contact injury rate was found between 

surfaces, data from all surfaces would be combined and divided into three groups 

depending on their footwear traction, with each group populated by an equal number of 

athletes. The number of injuries was compared between the three groups using a chi-

square test with a Yates correction, with significance being detected at a level below 

0.05, with 95% confidence intervals of injury rates being estimated using a Poisson 

regression.   

 

6.3 Results 

The breakdown of all 58 lower extremity non-contact injuries can be seen in Table 6-2. 

Ligament sprains represented the greatest percentage of the lower extremity non-contact 

injuries containing over 67% of all injuries, followed by muscle strain/spasm at 19% and 

ligament tears at 2.5%. 
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Table 6-2. Breakdown of all non-contact lower extremity injuries. 

Primary Type of Injury Number of Injuries % of Total Injuries 

Ligament Sprain 39 67.2 

Muscle Strain/Spasm 11 19.0 

Ligament Tear 3 5.2 

Fracture 2 3.4 

Muscle Tear 1 1.7 

Tendon Sprain 1 1.7 

Hyperextension 1 1.7 

 

The majority of injuries occurred at the knee and ankle accounting for over 79% of all 

reported injuries (27.6% in the knee and 51.7% in the ankle). The locations of all the 58 

lower extremity, non-contact injuries is reported in Table 6-3. 

 

Table 6-3. Location of non-contact lower extremity injuries. 

Location of Injury Number of Injuries % of Total Injuries 

Ankle 30 51.7 

Knee 16 27.6 

Thigh 9 15.5 

Foot 2 3.4 

Shank 1 1.7 

 

 

The number of lower extremity, non-contact injuries, exposures and injury rate on each 

surface can be seen in Table 6-4. There were a total number of 58 injuries recorded, with 

36 injuries on the artificial turf and 22 injuries on the natural grass surface. No difference 

in the number of injuries were seen between the two surfaces (p=0.066). The total injury 

rate of both surfaces was 13.7 (95% CI = 10.2-17.2) injuries per 1000 game exposures. 

When broken down by surface, the injury rate on artificial turf was 14.8 (95% CI = 10.0-
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19.6) injuries per 1000 game exposures compared to 12.2 (95% CI = 7.1-17.3) injuries 

per 1000 game exposures on natural grass with no significant differences seen between 

the surfaces.  

 

Table 6-4. Number of injuries, game exposures and injury rate on the artificial 

turf and natural grass surfaces. 

Surface Number of Injuries 
Number of Game 

Exposures 

Injuries per 1000 

Game Exposures 

(95% CI) 

Artificial Turf 36 2436  14.8 (10.0-19.6) 

Natural Grass 22 1804 12.2 (7.1-17.3)  

Total 58 4240 13.7 (10.2-17.2) 

 

Since there were no difference in terms of lower extremity non-contact injury rate due to 

the surface, all data was combined and divided into three groups populated by an equal 

number of athletes. Results of the non-contact lower extremity injuries divided into the 

three traction groups can be seen in Table 6-5 and Figure 6-1.  

 

Table 6-5. Number of injuries, exposures and corresponding injury rate when 

athletes were divided into three equal groups based on their footwear 

traction.  

  
Traction 

Non-contact, 
Lower Extremity 

Injuries 

Number of 
Game Exposures 

Injuries per 1000 
Game Exposures 

(95% CI) 

Number of 
Athletes 

Injury Rate 

Translational 

Coefficient 

0.480-0.685 19* 1415 13.4 (7.4-19.5) 177 10.7 
0.686-0.719 31# 1428 21.7 (14.1-29.3) 177 17.5 
0.720-0.970 7*# 1497 4.7 (1.2-8.1) 177 4.0 

Rotational 

[Nm] 

15.0-30.9 6*# 1417 4.2 (0.9-7.6) 184 3.3 
31.0-38.9 24* 1364 17.6 (10.6-24.6) 184 13.0 
39.0-54.9 28# 1459 19.2 (12.0-26.3) 183 15.3 

CI = Confidence Interval 

*, # represent significant differences (p<0.05) as determined by the chi-squared test. 
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Figure 6-1. Effect of translational (right) and rotational (left) traction on the non-

contact, lower extremity injuries per 1000 game exposures. Black 

horizontal lines represent significant differences. 

 

Significant differences in injury were present for both translational and rotational traction 

groupings (p<0.001). For translational traction, injury rate reached a peak of 21.7 injuries 

per 1000 game exposures within the range of 0.686-0.719, before decreasing to 4.7 

injuries per 1000 game exposures in the range 0.720-0.970. For rotational traction, there 

was a steady increase in injury rate as footwear traction increased, starting at 3.3 injuries 

per 1000 game exposures at 15.0-30.9 Nm, and reaching 19.2 injuries per 1000 game 

exposures at 39.0-54.9 Nm. 

 

The traction data were tested for skewedness and kurtosis from the normal distribution. 

Rotational traction showed no skewedness or kurtosis effect, however, translational 

traction displayed a large kurtosis effect (9.164). The data were also examined for effect 

size using the methods of Cohen (1992). From the results of this test it was determined 

that there was a large effect size (0.5) and the sample size contained in the experiment 

was adequate.  
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The severity of injury for each group can be seen in Table 6-6. Mild injuries were defined 

as injuries less than 7 days in duration, moderate were between 7 to 20 days in duration, 

while severe injuries were greater than 20 days in duration or season ending injuries. In 

terms of the translational traction groups, the low traction grouping (0.480-0.685) had the 

greatest percentage of severe injuries, with the mid traction group (0.686-0.719) having 

the largest number of mild injuries and the high traction group (0.720-0.970) having the 

greatest number of moderate injuries. Examining the results when grouped by rotational 

traction, the low traction grouping (15.0-30.9 Nm) had the largest percentage of moderate 

injuries, while the mid traction group (31.0-38.9 Nm) had the largest amount of mild, and 

the high traction group (39.0-54.9 Nm)  had the highest amount of severe injuries.  

 

Table 6-6. Severity of injury of the three groups [% of total injuries] 

  Type of 
Injury 

 

Traction Grouping 

  
Low Mid High 

Translational 
Coefficient 

Mild 60.9 80.0 50.0 

Moderate 21.7 8.0 33.3 

Severe 17.4 12.0 16.7 

Rotational [Nm] 

Mild 33.3 69.2 65.4 

Moderate 50.0 23.1 11.5 

Severe 16.7 7.7 23.1 

 

6.4 Discussion 

The majority of research on footwear traction and injury has examined rotational traction 

exclusively, completely ignoring translational traction without much justification. 

Moreover, the previous studies that have examined the relationship between footwear 

rotational traction and injury used sample shoes and surfaces for their traction 
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measurement with only a small range of traction tested. Studies have shown that 

substantial differences in traction measurements can result when comparing laboratory 

testing of sample surfaces to on-field traction testing (Severn et al. 2010). Research into 

the actual relationship between an athlete’s footwear traction and injury over the entire 

range of traction actually used in sport is not available. Therefore the purpose of this 

study was to determine if a relationship exists between an athlete’s footwear traction and 

lower extremity non-contact injury. 

 

6.4.1 Injury 

When comparing overall non-contact injury rate, regardless of surface or traction group, a 

rate of 13.7 injuries per 1000 game exposures was observed. Comparisons to previous 

studies are difficult due to the fact that not all studies reported the mechanism of the 

injury. Some previous studies on American Football reported injury rates of 25.8 injuries 

per 1000 game exposures (Powell & Barber-Foss 1999), 11.8 injuries per 1000 game 

exposures (Shankar et al. 2007) and 12.8 injuries per 1000 game exposures (Turbeville et 

al. 2003). These previous studies did not differentiate between the type of injury (contact 

or non-contact), and the current study had much higher injury rates than the 

aforementioned studies. However, it is important to note that the majority of previous 

studies defined an injury only if the athlete was unable to participate for a full practice or 

game after requiring medical attention, while the current study collected data on all 

injuries that required treatment by the athletic therapist, owing to the recent thought that 

omitting these injuries leads to underreporting and that these minor injuries may lead to 

major injuries (Dvorak et al. 2000; Meyers & Barnhill 2004; Meyers 2010).  In this 
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context, the higher injury rate of the current study was expected and seems to be within 

the realm of the previous reports. 

 

6.4.2 Surfaces 

While it was not the primary measure of the study, the methodology employed allowed 

the effect of each surface (natural grass vs. artificial turf) to be compared in terms of 

injury rate. There was no difference in the number of injuries or the injury rate between 

the artificial turf and natural grass surfaces. In the literature there have been conflicting 

outcomes regarding the effect the surface can have on injury. Research on first and 

second generation artificial surfaces had much more definitive results, with virtually 

every study showing an increased risk of injury on these early artificial surfaces 

compared to natural grass (Bramwell et al. 1972; Adkison & Requa 1974; Keene & 

Narechania 1980; Powell & Schootman 1992). When comparing recent studies on third 

generation artificial turf surfaces and natural grass the results have been inconclusive. A 

number of studies have also concluded that artificial turf can increase injury risk (Meyers 

& Barnhill 2004; Fuller et al. 2007), while other studies claim there is no difference in 

injury risk between surfaces (Steffen et al. 2007; Ekstrand et al. 2006; Meyers 2010). 

While none of these studies focussed on non-contact lower extremity injury, the results of 

the current study provide support to the notion that there are no differences in injury rates 

between current third generation artificial turf surfaces and natural grass on non-contact, 

lower extremity injuries in Canadian high school football.  
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6.4.3 Traction 

When examining rotational traction, the trend that increasing traction led to increases in 

injury supported previous research (Lambson et al. 1996). Low rotational traction 

footwear (below 30.9 Nm) was associated with a much smaller rate of injury than the mid 

(31.0-38.9 Nm) and high (39.0-54.9 Nm) rotational traction footwear. As rotational 

traction increased, the rate of lower extremity non-contact injury increased significantly. 

The mid traction footwear increased injury rate 319% and the high traction footwear 

increased injury 357%, as compared to the low traction footwear. This result draws 

attention to the fact that for the lowest risk of sustaining a lower extremity non-contact 

injury, the athlete should have rotational traction as low as possible. While this trend of 

low rotational traction reducing injury risk has been shown previously, this is the first 

study to display this result for all non-contact lower extremity injuries, not just ACL 

injury. 

 

In comparison to rotational traction, increases in translational traction did not result in a 

significant increase in the injury rate. The low traction group had no difference in injury 

rates (below 0.685), while the mid translational traction group (0.686-0.719) raised the 

injury rate 362% compared to the high traction group (0.720-0.970). This is interesting 

especially considering this mid traction grouping includes such a small range of traction 

values. This result indicates that elements of translational traction may also play a role in 

terms of injury.  
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When the severity of the injury was compared for the two groups, some additional 

information was obtained. It appears that at high translational traction, a large percentage 

of moderate injuries occurred, while at mid traction ranges (which had the highest injury 

rate) the largest percentage of mild injuries occurred. Even though the high translational 

traction group had the lowest injury rate, the majority of these injuries were moderate to 

severe in nature, making the conclusion for translational traction difficult. This result 

raises the question as to whether an athlete would want a shoe associated with a high risk 

of injury, with the high likelihood of the injury being mild, or would the athlete want a 

shoe with a lower risk of injury, but with the likelihood that if they get an injury it would 

be moderate to severe in nature. 

 

In terms of rotational traction, the injury severity gave a much clearer picture with the 

high traction group getting the largest percentage of severe injuries. The high injury rate 

of this group in addition to the fact that out of the three groups it had the largest 

percentage of severe injuries provides strong evidence that athletes should avoid wearing 

footwear in this range of rotational traction if possible.   

 

Although the results of the study indicate that mid translational and high rotational 

traction were associated with increased injury risk, the mechanism of this increased risk 

of injury is still unknown. It has been previously shown that increases in traction lead to 

increases in joint moments of the knee and ankle joint (Wannop et al. 2010), which is 

believed to be an indication of the loading the joint experiences (Hurwitz et al. 1998). 

However, in the previous study increases in traction were facilitated by increases in both 
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the translational and rotational traction of the footwear tested. No information could be 

gathered regarding how translational traction and rotational traction separately influence 

joint loading. Similarly the effects of each component of traction on injury in the current 

study is still unknown, as it is unclear whether the translational traction, rotational 

traction or some combination of translational and rotational traction caused the increased 

injury rate for specific groups.  

 

It has long been believed that a relationship exists between the two components of 

traction with an increase in one component causing an increase in the other component 

(Wannop et al. 2010). Intuitively this makes sense, as rotational traction is simply 

elements of the shoe translating in a circular path. However, the footwear tested in the 

current investigation appears vastly different than the cleated footwear tested in previous 

investigations. In these previous studies the cleat pattern consisted mostly of studs around 

the periphery of the shoe sole, or a simple uniform cleated pattern on the shoe sole. In the 

current investigation, while some shoes remained similar to these earlier models, the 

majority have changed to include many secondary traction elements. Some of these 

traction elements are directional in nature, which may explain the decoupling of the 

translational and rotational traction. Figure 6-2 shows the correlation of translational and 

rotational traction using data from all 555 tested shoes in the current investigation.  
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Figure 6-2. Correlation of Translational and rotational traction. 

 

The figure shows that a wide range of translational traction is available on both artificial 

turf and natural grass, as translational traction on both the artificial turf and natural grass 

span over a wide range of values. However, there is a much smaller range of rotational 

tractions available for natural grass then artificial turf. The majority of the artificial turf 

rotational traction data were located on the upper half of the graph, while the natural 

grass rotational traction data were located on the lower half of the graph. Identifying the 

injured athletes, the majority were clumped in an area, which was located in the upper 

half for rotational traction, and in the mid-range of translational traction.  

  

No significant correlation could be found between rotational and translational traction. 

For the translational traction values in the mid group of testing, the corresponding 
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rotational values varied from 16Nm to 54Nm. This shows that translational and rotational 

traction can change independent of one another and creates the potential to develop 

footwear that encompasses high components of one type of traction while keeping the 

other component low. If the component of traction (translational or rotational), that places 

the athlete at a greater risk of injury is identified, then this component could be altered to 

produce safer footwear. The next chapter of this thesis is focussed on determining which 

component of traction (translational or rotational) is associated with this increased risk of 

injury. By developing footwear with high components of translational traction and low 

rotational traction and vice versa, the effect of each component of traction on joint 

loading and injury risk could be determined.  

 

6.5 Conclusion 

The results of the current study indicate there is a relationship between footwear traction 

and non-contact lower extremity injury risk, with increases in rotational traction leading 

to a greater injury rate. As well, a mid-range of translational traction produced an 

increase in injury rate. The exact mechanism for this increase in injury rate is unknown; 

however we postulate it is related to increases in traction causing increases in joint 

loading. Future studies (Chapter 7) are focused on determining how each component of 

traction (translational and rotational) individually affects joint loading.   

 

It is recommended that athletes consider selecting footwear with the lowest rotational 

traction values for which no detriment in performance results as well as to avoid the mid-

range of translational traction values. 
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Chapter Seven: The Effect of Translational and Rotational Footwear Traction on 

Lower Extremity Joint Loading 

7.1 Introduction 

In sport, the knee and ankle joint are two of the most common injury sites, with the 

majority of these injuries being non-contact in nature (Myklebust et al. 1998; Powell & 

Barber-Foss 1999; Fong et al. 2007). It has been long thought that part of the cause of 

these non-contact lower extremity injuries was due to the interaction of the shoe and 

surface, termed footwear traction (Torg et al. 1974; Heidt et al. 1996; Lambson et al. 

1996; Livesay et al. 2006). Footwear traction is generally categorized by both a 

translational and a rotational component. The translational component is defined as the 

ratio of horizontal force to normal force and is important for starting and stopping during 

athletic performance. Rotational traction is defined by the moment of rotation with 

respect to the centre of pressure (Nigg & Yeadon 1987), which refers to rotation of the 

foot around a point of contact on the shoe sole (Frederick 1986).   

 

Previous studies have investigated the link between footwear traction and non-contact 

injury. A landmark study by Lambson (1996), where the rotational traction of several 

popular shoe models were measured, followed by data collected on the incidence of ACL 

injury in high school football, showed that as rotational traction increased, the number of 

ACL injuries also increased. In addition, chapter 6 of this thesis indicated that increases 

in rotational traction lead to increases in non-contact lower extremity injury in high 

school football players, however, a relationship was also present between translational 

traction and injury, which has not been shown in previous studies. The majority of past 
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studies have focussed solely on rotational traction and how it relates to injury completely 

ignoring translational traction without much justification (Torg et al. 1974; Lambson et 

al. 1996).  Based on the results of chapter 6 translational traction is associated with injury 

and should not be ignored. 

  

While these previous studies have provided evidence that a link exists between an 

athlete’s footwear traction and injury, the mechanism as to why increased footwear 

traction can lead to injury remains somewhat unknown. It is generally thought that 

increased joint loading may lead to joint injury (Sharma et al. 1998; Hewett et al. 2005; 

Stefanyshyn et al. 2006; Shin et al. 2009). In biomechanics research, joint loading is 

measured as the peak joint moments, which represent the maximal torque or twisting 

loading on the joint, and joint angular impulse, which represents the cumulative loading 

experienced by the joint throughout the stance phase (calculated as the integral of the 

resultant joint moment vs. time curve). While joint moments and angular impulse 

calculated from inverse dynamics cannot determine the exact loading on the actual joint 

structures, it has been used as a valid predictor of the total load across a joint (Hurwitz et 

al. 1998; Thorp et al. 2006).  

 

Previous research has provided some insight in the link between footwear traction and 

joint loading, as a study by Wannop (2010) presented results indicating that increases in 

footwear traction lead to increases in the resultant joint moments of the knee and ankle 

joint.  One drawback of this study is due to the fact that the increases in traction included 
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both increases in translational and rotational traction, making conclusions regarding 

which component of traction was associated with increased joint loading impossible.   

 

Previous studies have linked footwear traction to lower extremity non-contact injury, 

however, these studies mostly focussed on rotational traction. While studies have pointed 

to the fact that increases in traction lead to increases in joint loading, represented by joint 

moments, these studies failed to determine how the individual components of traction 

affected joint loading. Additionally, the influence of translational traction in terms of 

injury and joint loading remains unknown. Therefore the purpose of this study was to 

investigate how each component of traction independently affects lower extremity joint 

moments in order to gain insight into the injury mechanism regarding lower extremity 

non-contact footwear traction related injuries.  

 

7.2 Methods 

7.2.1 Traction Testing 

In order to quantify the outsole traction, a six degree of freedom robotic testing machine 

was used, which consisted of a movable platform stationed under a rigid steel frame. A 

60x90cm box was filled with a sample piece of artificial turf (Fieldturf), to the 

manufacturer’s specifications, which was composed of the 2.5 inch Duraspine product 

being filled with 4.55 kilograms per square foot of infill consisting of 3.19 kilograms of 

silica sand plus 1.36 kilograms of cryogenic rubber. The box was bolted to the movable 

platform of the robotic testing machine and a prosthetic foot, was fitted with a right size 

10 shoe. The shoe and foot were then attached to the framing of the robotic testing 
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machine and angled at 20 degrees of plantarflexion in order to simulate the orientation of 

a foot during a cutting maneuver (Figure 7-1). A triaxial load cell was used to measure 

forces and moments in all three orthogonal directions during testing.  

 

Figure 7-1. Photograph of the robot testing machine used to test the translational 

and rotational traction of the footwear.  

 

For translational traction testing, a normal load of 650N was first applied to the shoe. 

After the normal load had been reached, the platform moved anteriorly to the shoe at a 

speed of 200mm/s, with the horizontal and vertical forces being measured by the load cell 

during the movement. The translational traction coefficient was calculated as the ratio of 

horizontal force to normal force, with the peak static value being compared between 

conditions. 

 

 For rotational traction, a normal load of 650N was applied to the shoe and the platform 

was internally rotated at a speed of 75 
o
/s, while the load cell collected force and moment 

data. The movable platform was oriented so that the point of rotation was set at the centre 
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of the forefoot on the shoe sole. The peak moment of rotation about the vertical axis of 

the shoe was defined as the rotational traction of the shoe.  

 

For both traction tests, data were collected at a sampling frequency of 1000Hz during the 

movement. A new area of the turf was used for testing each trial. A total of five trials 

were performed on each shoe condition and the mean value of these five trials was used 

in analysis.  

 

7.2.2 Footwear 

In order to investigate the effect of independent alterations of translational and rotational 

traction, custom cleated footwear was created. The footwear was built using three size 10 

Starter Smash shoes and attaching different types of cleats to different locations on the 

shoe sole. First, a reference or control condition was created by attaching 7 

aluminumstollen metal cleats (Figure 7-2) to the shoe sole forefoot. One cleat was placed 

in the center position of the forefoot and 6 additional cleats were placed around this 

center position in equal 55mm increments (Figure 7-3). To rigidly attach the cleats to the 

shoe, holes were drilled through the sole and midsole of the shoe. Bolts were placed and 

glued into the midsole of the shoe and the cleats were then screwed into these bolts. 

Black athletic tape was placed over all other areas of the forefoot shoe sole, in order to 

attain a more uniform shoe sole between conditions. The translational and rotational 

traction of this reference footwear condition were measured using the method described 

above. This footwear condition termed as the control condition (Table 7-1).  
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Next, a condition was created that had a reduction in the rotational traction, while 

keeping the translational traction consistent. An identical number of aluminumstollen 

metal cleats were attached to a new pair of shoes in the same manner as outlined above; 

however, the placement of the cleats was altered in order to achieve a reduction in 

rotational traction. A previous study has shown that by reducing the stud spacing by 50%, 

a reduction of rotational traction of over 50% can be achieved (Severn et al. 2010). 

Therefore, the placement of the peripheral studs were moved a distance of 28mm closer 

to the central cleat, thereby reducing the moment arm of the cleats (Figure 7-3). The 

translational and rotational traction of the footwear were measured and the condition was 

found to have similar translational traction values as the control, but much lower 

rotational traction values (Table 7-1), thus this condition was termed low rotation.  

 

Figure 7-2. Photographs of the two different types of cleats used: adidas 

aluminumstollen (left), and F50 Tunit (right). 

 

Table 7-1. Traction values of the three test shoes. Values represent the mean of 

five trials with standard deviation. Bold values represent a significant 

difference from the control condition. 

 

Translational Traction  

Coefficient 

Rotational Traction  

[Nm] 

Low Rotation 0.79 (0.03) 18.1 (1.3) 

Control 0.77 (0.02) 30.0 (2.5) 

High Translation 1.10 (0.02) 31.1 (2.6) 
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Lastly, footwear was created that maintained similar rotational traction as the control, but 

had an increase in the translational traction. For this condition, different cleats were 

attached to the shoe sole, adidas F50 tunit studs instead of the adidas aluminumstollen 

studs (Figure 7-2). These cleats had the same height as the adidas aluminstollen, however 

they possessed some directionality and were oriented orthogonal to the direction of 

motion, in order to increase the surface area resisting the translational movement, in the 

same locations as the control condition (Figure 7-3). After the translational and rotational 

traction were measured, it was found that this condition had consistent rotational traction 

values as the control, but had much higher translational traction values (Table 7-1), 

therefore, this condition was termed high translation. 

 

Figure 7-3. Photographs of the three footwear conditions, control (top), low 

rotation (middle) and high translation (bottom). 
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7.2.3 Motion Analysis 

Data were collected on 10 recreational athletes in order to determine the effect that each 

footwear condition had on the resultant joint loading. The subjects had an average mass 

of 77.2±6.1kg and height of 1.78±8.81m.  Before the study all subjects were required to 

read and sign a subject consent form approved by the university ethics committee. To be 

included in the study all subjects had to be involved in recreational sport, free from recent 

lower extremity injury, and properly fit the size 10 shoes. 

 

All subjects were required to perform two movements in the three different shoe 

conditions in a laboratory setting. The first movement, termed the v-cut, consisted of each 

subject performing a 90
o
 cut, with the change in direction occurring on the force 

platform. Each subject performed the movement by running forward at a 45
o
 angle 

relative to the force platform, planting their right foot in the centre of the force platform 

and cutting out to their left at a 45
o
 angle (Figure 7-4). The second movement was termed 

the s-cut and consisted of each subject performing a 315
o
 cut, with the change in direction 

occurring on the force platform. Each subject performed the movement by running 

forward, planting their right foot in the centre of the force platform and cutting out to 

their left anterior side at a 315
o
 angle (Figure 7-4).  

 

During each movement, 3D force data were collected using a force platform (Kistler AG, 

Winterthur, Switzerland) mounted in the centre of the runway floor. The box containing 

the field turf sample surface that was used during traction testing was securely attached to 

the force platform. Additional artificial turf surface was laid along the path of motion 
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along the lab runway, with EVA foam placed under the artificial surface in order to 

achieve a similar height to the boxed surface on the force platform.  

 

Figure 7-4.  Diagram of the V-cut (left) and S-cut (right). 

 

Force data were collected at 2400Hz, and subjects were required to land and perform the 

cut with their right foot in the center of the force platform. The subjects were instructed 

to perform each movement at their maximum effort, which was monitored using 

photocells placed 1.9 meters apart. The subjects were given enough practice trials before 

testing to ensure proper movement technique, and to determine each subject’s maximum 

speed. Five accepted trials were required with a trial being accepted if the subjects were 

within 5% of their previously recorded maximum speed in each shoe condition. Three 

dimensional kinematics of the lower limb were collected for the right leg of each subject 

during testing. The shoe and shank were defined by attaching retro-reflective markers, 

measuring 19mm in diameter, to each segment using double sided tape. Three markers 
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per segment were used, attached to the following locations: head of the fibula, upper 

tibial crest, distal lateral lower leg, posterior shoe heel, distal shoe heel, lateral side of the 

shoe below the lateral malleolus. Seven high-speed digital video cameras (Motion 

Analysis Corp., Santa Rosa, CA) sampling at a frequency of 240Hz were used to capture 

the motion of the markers. The system was calibrated to an accuracy defined by a 3D 

residual below 0.6mm. 

 

A standing neutral trial was captured using the video system to determine the 3D 

coordinates of the ankle and knee joint centre. The subject was asked to stand with their 

feet hip width apart, with the knee and hip fully extended. In order to determine the ankle 

joint centre, additional markers were placed on the medial and lateral malleoli. For the 

knee joint centre additional markers were placed on the lateral knee and at the centre of 

the patella.  

 

The kinematic and kinetic data were imported into Kintrak 7.0.25 (University of Calgary, 

Calgary, CA) for analysis, and filtered at cutoff frequencies of 12Hz and 100Hz, 

respectively, using a fourth order low pass Butterworth filter. The analyzed variables for 

each shoe condition were peak internal resultant joint moments and peak angular 

impulses in all three planes using an inverse dynamics approach. 

 

7.2.4 Statistical Analysis 

Data were compared using a paired t-test at the 95% level of confidence. All comparisons 

were made relative to the control condition.  
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7.3 Results 

Horizontal ground reaction force data during the v-cut and s-cut can be seen in Figure 7-5 

and Figure 7-6 respectively. During both movements, only the lateral ground reaction 

impulse was significantly different, with the high translation shoe having a larger impulse 

than the control (p=0.024 both for the v-cut and s-cut). No other differences were seen in 

terms of peak ground reaction force or impulse.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 7-5. Horizontal ground reaction force traces (top row), peak horizontal 

ground reaction force (middle row) and horizontal ground reaction 

impulse (bottom row) during the stance phase of the v-cut for the 

three footwear conditions. Data represent the average values from all 

subjects, with data being normalized from touchdown to toe off. 
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Figure 7-6. Horizontal ground reaction force traces (top row), peak horizontal 

ground reaction force (middle row) and horizontal ground reaction 

impulse (bottom row) during the stance phase of the s-cut for the 

three footwear conditions. Data represent the average values from all 

subjects, with data being normalized from touchdown to toe off. 

 

Ankle joint moment curves, peak moment, and angular impulse values can be seen in 

Figure 7-7 for the v-cut and Figure 7-8 for the s-cut. In terms of ankle joint moments 

during the v-cut the low rotation shoe significantly reduced both the peak moment and 
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angular impulse in the transverse plane (p<0.001 peak moment and p=0.003 for the 

angular impulse). The high translation shoe had no effect on the ankle joint moments. 

 

 

      Transverse Plane                     Frontal Plane        Sagittal Plane 

 

 

 

Figure 7-7. Ankle joint moment curves (top row), peak ankle joint moment values 

(middle row) and ankle joint angular impulse during the stance phase 

of the v-cut for the three footwear conditions. Data represent the 

average values from all subjects, with data being normalized from 

touchdown to toe off. 

 

For the s-cut, the low rotation shoe significantly reduced the loading in the transverse 

plane (p<0.001 both for peak moment and angular impulse). The high translation shoe 

did affect the joint moments, increasing the peak frontal plane moment (p=0.003) as well 
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as the sagittal plane peak moments and impulse (p=0.008 for the peak moment and 

p=0.038 for the angular impulse). 

 

       
      Transverse Plane                     Frontal Plane        Sagittal Plane 

 

 

Figure 7-8.  Ankle joint moment curves (top row), peak ankle joint moment values 

(middle row) and ankle joint angular impulse during the stance phase 

of the s-cut for the three footwear conditions. Data represent the 

average values from all subjects, with data being normalized from 

touchdown to toe off. 

 

The knee joint moment traces, peak moment and angular impulse values can be seen in 

Figure 7-9 for the v-cut and Figure 7-10 for the s-cut. During the v-cut, the low rotation 

shoe had significant reductions in the transverse (p=0.029) and frontal (p=0.01) plane 

peak joint moments, in addition to significant increases in both sagittal plane peak joint 
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moments (p=0.029) and angular impulses (p=0.019). No differences were seen between 

the high translation shoe and the control during the v-cut 

 

 

      Transverse Plane                     Frontal Plane        Sagittal Plane 

  

 

Figure 7-9. Knee joint moment curves (top row), peak knee joint moment values 

(middle row) and knee joint angular impulse during the stance phase 

of the v-cut for the three footwear conditions. Data represent the 

average values from all subjects, with data being normalized from 

touchdown to toe off. 

 

During the s-cut, the low rotation shoe had significant reductions in the transverse plane 

peak joint moments (p=0.008) and angular impulses (p<0.001), while the high translation 

shoe had increases in frontal plane angular impulse (p=0.045). 
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      Transverse Plane                     Frontal Plane        Sagittal Plane 

 

 

Figure 7-10. Knee joint moment curves (top row), peak knee joint moment values 

(middle row) and knee joint angular impulse during the stance phase 

of the s-cut for the three footwear conditions. Data represent the 

average values from all subjects, with data being normalized from 

touchdown to toe off. 

 

7.4 Discussion 

Since the early 1970’s footwear traction has been linked to possible causes of lower 

extremity non-contact injury in sport (Torg et al. 1973; Torg et al. 1974). Subsequent 

studies have presented data providing evidence that rotational footwear traction is 

associated with lower extremity injury (Lambson et al. 1996). Based on that result, recent 

studies (Livesay et al. 2006; Villwock et al. 2009a) focussed on rotational traction alone, 

completely ignoring translational traction without justification. Additionally, these 
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studies did not attempt to determine why or how rotational traction may affect injuries, 

specifically the mechanism behind these increases in injury. The results from chapter 6 of 

this thesis indicate that not only rotational traction but also translational traction can have 

an effect on lower extremity non-contact injuries. Therefore, the purpose of this study 

was to determine how independent changes in translational and rotational traction can 

affect joint loading (represented by peak joint moments and angular impulse), in an 

attempt to reveal information on the injury mechanism. 

 

This study revealed that the individual components of both rotational traction as well as 

translational traction can influence joint loading, indicating that both components are 

important when related to injury risk.  

 

During the v-cut movement, increases in translational traction had no effect on the joint 

moments or angular impulse at the ankle or knee joint. Rotational traction, however, had 

a large influence on joint moments at the ankle and the knee. By reducing the rotational 

traction by approximately 40%, the peak transverse plane ankle and knee moments were 

reduced by 33% and 27% respectively, while the peak knee adduction moment was also 

reduced by 18%. These results were similar to the results of Wannop et al. (2010), which 

showed that increases in traction (both translational and rotational) lead to similar 

increases in the transverse and frontal plane loading of the ankle and knee joint. Since the 

footwear used in the previous study incorporated changes in both translational and 

rotational traction concurrently, it was unclear which component of traction was causing 
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the joint loading increases, however from the results of the current study, the differences 

can be attributed to the increases in the rotational traction of the footwear.  

 

In terms of injury risk, joint moments are thought to be indicative of the loading that the 

joint is experiencing (Hurwitz et al. 1998). The peak joint moments would, therefore, be 

representative of the peak loading that the joint experiences during the athletic 

movement, which could potentially lead to various acute injuries of the joint structures. 

For the ankle joint, it has been shown that 90% of all ligamentous injuries are caused by 

internal rotation and inversion of the foot (Stacoff et al. 1996), therefore, these lower 

joint moments while wearing the low rotation shoe would keep the ankle joint farther 

away from injury. In the knee joint the ‘plant and cut’ movement has been proposed as 

the possible mechanism for ACL tear, due to a sudden deceleration and rapid twisting of 

the ligament (Baker 1990; Myklebust et al. 1997; Myklebust et al. 1998), so the reduction 

of the joint loading in the transverse and frontal plane by reducing the rotational traction 

of the footwear would be beneficial in terms of injury risk. 

 

During the s-cut, similar results to the v-cut were seen in the transverse plane, with a 

reduction of the peak moments by 24% and 29% for the ankle and knee joint respectively 

in the low rotation shoe. Additionally, a reduction of 38% in the transverse plane angular 

impulse was seen at the knee. For this specific movement, translational traction also had 

an influence on the joint moments, with an increase of 50% in the ankle eversion moment 

as well as an increase of 52% for the knee adduction angular impulse. These results 

support the findings of Stefanyshyn et al. (2010), as they showed increases in rotational 
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traction leading to increases in joint loading, and the trend of increases in translational 

traction leading to increases in joint loading.  

 

In terms of injury risk, the reduction of the joint moments at the ankle and knee in the 

transverse plane with the low rotation shoe would reduce the acute injury risk at these 

structures. Since the angular impulse represents the total loading that the joint 

experiences, increases in this variable have been linked to chronic types of injuries, with 

large frontal plane angular impulses being associated with injuries such as patellofemoral 

pain syndrome (Stefanyshyn et al. 2006) and osteoarthritis (Thorp et al. 2006). The fact 

that increases in translational traction also caused increases in the joint loading, relates to 

the fact that this component of traction also has an influence on injury and should not be 

ignored.  

 

Examining the movements performed in this study in more detail, it is reasonable to 

assume that the different movements had different traction requirements. The v-cut was 

more of a pivot movement where the athlete planted their foot and pivoted in order to 

maintain a high movement speed, while the s-cut was more of start and stop type 

movement to facilitate the rapid change in direction (while still incorporating a pivoting 

movement of the foot on the ground). Rotational traction would be more important for 

pivoting on the surface, explaining why rotational traction affected the transverse plane 

loading for both movements, while translational traction did not. The translational 

traction was more important for the rapid change in direction of the s-cut, explaining the 

fact that translational traction had an influence on the frontal plane loading during this 
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movement. Football is a very dynamic sport, with many different movement patterns. 

These different movement patterns will all require individual amounts of both 

translational and rotational traction. The movements for the current study were selected 

because they were thought to be common in football, however, there are many other 

movements that are utilized in football that may also affect joint loading due to different 

required amounts of rotational and translational traction. 

 

Relating back to the chapter 6 injury data, the results do help in the understanding of how 

traction can affect injury, but also raise some new questions. The injury results showed 

that increases in rotational traction were associated with increases in injury, which was 

supported by the joint loading results as increases in loading in the transverse and frontal 

plane were seen with increasing rotational traction. For translational traction the 

conclusions are less certain. Increases in translational traction does increase joint loading 

for certain movements which could lead to an increase in injury risk. The injury results of 

chapter 6 showed that after a certain value, further increases in translational traction were 

associated with a drop off in the injury rate. The results of the current study cannot 

explain the drop in injury rate with increasing translational traction, but the results do 

provide support to the fact that translational traction can influence joint loading and 

potentially joint injury.  

 

While the footwear traction of each shoe was measured, it remains unclear exactly which 

traction ‘group’ each shoe condition belonged to relating to chapter 6. Since the method 

of testing was different between studies (due to the limited availability of the portable 
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traction tester used in chapter 6), it is difficult to relate the traction results directly. It has 

been shown that laboratory testing using a sample surface and testing on the actual 

surface can vary substantially (Severn et al. 2010), and even though the sample surface 

was constructed according to the manufacturer some differences between the sample and 

actual surface are likely present. The main differences would likely be from the lack of a 

shockpad underlying the sample surface, as well as the possible compaction of the in-fill 

material due to a lack of ‘fluidity’ of the surface. All of these factors have been shown to 

influence traction measurements (Severn et al. 2010; Severn et al. 2011). 

 

It is believed that the rotational traction of the control and high translational shoe were on 

the higher end of the spectrum, due to the length of the studs coupled with the large 

proximity from the central rotation point. It was, however, thought that the translational 

traction of the high translation shoe was more in the mid-range simply due to the absence 

of many secondary traction elements that were common in the cleated footwear tested in 

chapter 6. It would be interesting to test more footwear conditions, that have multiple 

variations in the translational traction, with constant rotational traction to determine how 

this would affect joint loading. It would be interesting to see if further increases in 

translational traction would lead to decreases in the ankle and knee joint loading as the 

injury data from chapter 6 suggest.   

 

There were several limitations present in the study that may have influenced both the 

results of the traction tests and the joint loading. First, the traction values presented are 

only representative for the loading conditions and the directions for which each shoe was 
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mechanically tested. The previous results of this thesis have shown that the loading 

conditions can affect traction measurements. As well, during the execution of the v-cut 

and s-cut, the foot was likely oriented and loaded in a different manner than during the 

mechanical traction tests. The mechanical traction values of the footwear in different 

orientations were unknown. The rotation point during traction testing was set as the 

center cleat, but it is unlikely that this was upheld during the execution of the movements 

by the athletes. The alteration of this rotation point could have changed the rotational 

traction of the footwear. Additionally, the footwear used in this experiment were custom 

made and some participants expressed that they were uncomfortable. Added to the fact 

that the low rotation shoe had much different orientation of cleats than most athletes were 

accustomed to, this may have changed the movement patterns of the athlete separate from 

the effect of the traction alone.  

 

7.5 Conclusion 

This study determined that both rotational as well as translational traction can affect both 

the ankle and knee joint loading during football related movements. From the results of 

this study, coupled with the results of the previous injury study it is believed that these 

increases in joint loading (joint moments and angular impulses) in the transverse and 

frontal plane are one of the possible mechanisms in terms of lower extremity non-contact 

injury.  
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Chapter Eight: Summary and Future Directions 

Over the past forty years footwear traction has been cited as one of the causes of non-

contact lower extremity injury in sport (Torg et al. 1973; Torg et al. 1974; Lambson et al. 

1996; Meyers et al. 2004). While past research has determined that an association exists 

between rotational traction and ACL injury (Lambson et al. 1996), the exact relationship 

as well as the role of translational traction on all types of lower extremity, non-contact 

injury is unknown. In the past decade, new generations of artificial turf, as well as 

engineered grasses and soils, have been developed which will influence the footwear 

traction of athletes. However, no studies have been conducted along the lines of 

Lambson’s study (1996) on these new surfaces. Lastly, prior research indicated that 

increases in traction may lead to injury, however, they did not attempt to explain the 

mechanism involved. 

 

Therefore, the main purposes of this thesis were to: 

1) Determine the range of traction that is present in Canadian high school football on 

artificial turf and natural grass surfaces. 

2) Determine how characteristics of testing methods affect measured traction values. 

Specifically, how normal load, testing movement speed, surface moisture, and 

testing location affect both translational and rotational traction on artificial and 

natural turf. 

3) Determine if a relationship exists between an athlete’s specific footwear traction 

(translational and rotational) and the incidence of lower extremity non-contact 

injury. 
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4) Determine how independently altering the translational and rotational traction 

affects knee and ankle joint loading, in order to investigate the injury mechanism 

for non-contact sport related injuries. 

 

8.1 Footwear Traction in High School Football 

In past studies, a small sampling of footwear was used to represent the footwear worn by 

the total population (Torg et al. 1973; Torg et al. 1974; Lambson et al. 1996). This may 

have been sufficient due to the smaller number of shoe models worn at the time, 

however, currently there are many different companies that produce many different 

models of cleated footwear worn in football. Additionally, most previous studies 

collected traction data using sample shoes, on sample surfaces, in a laboratory setting 

(Stanitski et al. 1974; Torg et al. 1974; Torg et al. 1996; Lambson et al. 2006; Livesay et 

al. 2006; Villwock et al. 2009a). These laboratory tests may not be representative of what 

is occurring on the actual field of play using the players’ real footwear. Therefore, one 

purpose of this dissertation was to determine the range of translational and rotational 

traction that exists in cleated footwear of athletes, on the actual surface of play of a 

natural grass field as well as an artificial turf field used for Canadian high school football. 

 

The results indicated that the translational traction of the footwear is higher on natural 

grass, while the rotational traction is higher on artificial turf. It is important to note that 

large differences in traction were seen in identical shoe models that were in different 

conditions, in terms of wear. Shoes that were newer had greater traction (0.84 and 50Nm 

for translational and rotational traction) than the same model of a shoe which was worn 
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(0.72 and 22Nm for translational and rotational traction). Due to the wear seen in the 

cleats, collecting traction data using the athletes’ footwear on the actual surface of play 

should result in a more accurate estimate of footwear traction. 

 

From this study it was shown that there is a large variety of shoes and, therefore, traction 

present in high school football. Traction data collected with athletes’ footwear on the 

actual surface of play may provide more accurate data due to the effect of wear on 

traction.  

 

8.2 Footwear Traction Testing Conditions 

There has been mixed results on how different boundary or testing conditions can affect 

footwear traction (Torg et al. 1974; Bonstingl et al. 1975; Heidt et al. 1996; Livesay et al. 

2006; Kuhlman et al. 2010). Studies have displayed data showing that normal load, 

movement speed, surface moisture, as well as testing location can influence traction 

measurements, however, the exact relationships of these variables to traction are not 

known. 

 

Three sample shoes that represented different types of cleats used in football had their 

translational and rotational traction measured on the playing surface of a natural grass 

and artificial turf field. The traction was measured with different normal loads, movement 

speeds, surface moisture conditions as well as on different areas of the field.  
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All variables had an influence on footwear traction. Normal load had a linear effect on 

both translational and rotational components of traction with the ranking of the footwear 

remaining constant (e.g. shoe one always had higher traction than shoe two when tested 

at all normal loads). This suggests that testing at low normal loads may be sufficient for 

traction testing. Movement speed also had a linear relationship for translational traction, 

with increases in movement speed leading to increases in translational traction, but was 

constant for rotational traction with the footwear rankings remaining constant (e.g. shoe 

one always had higher traction than shoe two when tested at all movement speeds). This 

suggests that slow speeds are sufficient for traction testing. Surface moisture had a large 

effect on footwear traction and was shoe and surface specific. The testing location on the 

playing surface had a large effect on traction, with the high traffic areas (center location) 

having less traction than the low traffic areas (sidelines). This result was seen irrespective 

of the surface (artificial turf and natural grass).  

 

The results showed that the boundary conditions during traction testing are very 

important and will have a large influence on traction measurements. The normal load, 

movement speed as well as testing location should all be considered when collecting 

footwear traction data.  

 

8.3 Traction and Lower Extremity Non-Contact Injury 

The purpose of this part of the dissertation was to examine the relationship between 

footwear traction and lower extremity non-contact injury. Over the course of three years, 

555 athletes had their footwear traction measured on the actual playing surface of both a 
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natural and artificial turf surface. Concurrently, the athletes were followed throughout the 

year and the data on their injuries were recorded by certified athletic therapists on site at 

their games.  

 

The results of the study showed that there were no differences in non-contact injury rates 

between the two playing surfaces (natural or artificial turf). When the athletes were 

grouped based on their footwear traction, a relationship between rotational traction and 

incidence of non-contact lower extremity injury was seen, with increases in rotational 

traction leading to increases in the injury rate. A relationship between translational 

traction and non-contact lower extremity injury was also observed, with high translational 

traction leading to a reduction in the injury rate.  

 

It is recommended that athletes consider selecting footwear with the lowest rotational 

traction values for which no detriment in performance results. Additionally, in order to 

reduce non-contact lower extremity injury rates, footwear with a translational traction 

coefficient in the mid-range should be avoided.  

 

8.4 Footwear Traction and Lower Extremity Joint Loading 

Following the result that not only rotational traction, but also translational traction was 

associated with non-contact lower extremity injury, the influence of both components 

individually on joint loading was investigated.  Previous research has shown that joint 

moments calculated by inverse dynamics can give an indication of the loading that the 

joint experiences (Hurwitz et al. 1998; Thorp et al 2006). Therefore, the purpose of this 
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aspect of the dissertation was to investigate how each component of traction 

independently affects lower extremity joint moments in order to gain insight into the 

injury mechanism regarding lower extremity non-contact footwear traction related 

injuries.  

 

Three shoe conditions were constructed which had independent alterations in 

translational and rotational traction: a control condition, a low rotational traction 

condition (with similar translational traction to the control) and a high translational 

traction condition (with similar rotational traction to the control). Kinematic and kinetic 

data were collected while athletes performed two cutting maneuvers (v-cut and s-cut) in 

each of the three conditions on an artificial turf surface, in a laboratory setting. 

 

The results indicated that both rotational traction as well as translational traction can 

affect the ankle and knee joint loading during football related movements. Increases in 

rotational traction led to increases in transverse and frontal plane loading, while increases 

in the translational traction led to increases in frontal plane loading at the ankle and knee. 

From the results of this study, coupled with the results of the previous injury study it is 

believed that these increases in joint loading (joint moments and angular impulses) in the 

transverse and frontal plane are one of the possible mechanisms of lower extremity non-

contact injury.  
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8.5 Future Directions 

While it is common practice to measure translational traction in the anterior/posterior 

directions, the traction of the footwear in other directions may also be of importance in 

terms of foot-fixation and traction related injury. When performing cutting maneuvers 

and rapid changes in direction the athlete may place their foot in different orientations 

requiring higher traction in the medial/lateral direction. This medial/lateral component 

may be an important aspect in terms of non-contact injury but it has never been 

investigated in great detail. The initial step may be to investigate if there is a relationship 

between footwear traction measured in the anterior/posterior direction and traction 

measured in the medial/lateral direction. Footwear that has high traction in the 

anterior/posterior direction could potentially possess high traction in the medial/lateral 

direction as well. However, there may be no correlation between traction in the two 

directions, with some footwear being affected by movement direction to a greater degree 

than others, due to the directionality of individual traction elements. Once this first 

investigation is complete, the results may warrant further probing into how footwear 

traction in different directions may be associated with foot fixation, joint moments and 

non-contact, lower extremity injury.  

 

While researchers have associated rotational traction with injury for many years, the 

results of this thesis were the first to indicate that translational traction may also have an 

impact in terms of non-contact footwear related injuries. It is clear that increases in 

rotational traction are associated with an increase in the injury rate, with the mechanism 

thought to be due to the increased joint moments at the knee and ankle. What is not clear, 
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however, is the influence that translational traction may have on both injury and joint 

moments. The results of the thesis indicated that the mid values of translational traction 

are associated with the greatest injury risk, but there is still the question as to why that is. 

Future studies need to be focussed on this relationship between translational traction and 

both joint moments and injury. Future studies should start by investigating how 

alterations in translational traction alone (with no change in rotational traction), influence 

joint moments. Perhaps implementing footwear with greater translational traction than 

what was measured in Chapter 7 will be matched with a decrease in resultant joint 

moments, potentially explaining the injury results of chapter 6. Perhaps athletes are 

altering their movement techniques and patterns, reducing their movement intensity in 

these high traction shoes due to either a conscious or unconscious knowledge of an 

increased risk of injury. Future work should focus on these intricacies of the influence of 

translational traction on injury. 

 

Many studies have been quick to point out that high rotational traction may be 

detrimental in terms of injury, and the results of this thesis support that statement. While 

decreases in rotational traction seem to provide a decrease in injury risk, no studies have 

examined the effect that reducing rotational traction may have on performance. Recent 

studies have determined the influence that translational traction may have on 

performance, but much like the link between translational traction and injury, rotational 

traction and performance seems to have been somewhat ignored. Future work should 

focus on determining how reducing rotational traction influences performance and 
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perhaps determining a threshold whereby rotational traction is low enough to reduce 

injury risk, yet still high enough to not cause any detriment in performance. 

 

8.6 Conclusions  

The results of this thesis provided important findings regarding the relationship between 

footwear traction and lower extremity non-contact injury. The loading conditions and 

location of traction testing of a playing surface have a large influence on footwear 

traction measurements. Studies investigating traction using sample shoes and surfaces 

may be limited due to the large range of traction used by athletes, as well as the effect 

that wear can have on traction. Increases in rates of lower extremity non-contact injuries 

of high school football players were observed with increases in rotational traction. As 

well, translational traction seemed to have an influence on injury, as the mid-range of 

traction values (0.686-0.719) had an increased injury rate compared to the high range of 

traction values (0.720-0.970). The mechanism behind increased injury rates due to 

rotational traction is thought to be due to the increase in joint loading in the frontal and 

transverse plane that occurs with increased rotational traction. The mechanism behind 

decreased injury rates due to increases in translational traction is not clear and requires 

additional study.  

 

Several limitations were present in the current thesis that may have influenced the results. 

When performing mechanical traction measurements, it is important to remember that the 

results are sensitive to the boundary conditions during testing. While some of these 

variables were easy to control (normal load, movement speed), others were out of the 
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control of the investigator (surface temperature, ground hardness, surface moisture). 

While every effort was made to keep these conditions similar between testing sessions, 

fluctuations in the surface temperature, ground hardness and surface moisture were 

present and could have influenced the traction measurements. 

 

The traction data for chapter six are only representative for the mechanical testing 

methods employed. The traction was tested in the forward direction (translational 

traction) and the internal rotation direction (rotational traction) with the forefoot only. 

This may have not been representative of what was occurring when the athlete was 

injured, and, therefore, the traction values may have been different. Additionally, wearing 

down of the surface did occur as the season progressed, which would have affected the 

traction values of the footwear. Perhaps implementing multiple footwear testing sessions 

at the beginning, middle and end of the season or performing additional traction tests in 

other directions may remove this limitation, but for the current study that was not 

feasible.  

 

While every effort was made to get accurate injury data, some sources of bias may have 

been present. The athletic therapists usually filled out the injury data forms directly after 

an injury occurred, however this was not always the case. In some cases, the athlete 

would not report their injury right away or there may have been multiple injuries at the 

same time that delayed reporting and recording of injury data. Additionally, the injury 

data were based off of the athletes’ recall of the mechanism of the injury, which leaves 

some possibility of potential recall bias. Since completion of the study, video recorders 
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have been implemented at the fields which may allow for the elimination of this recall 

bias.  Lastly, non-contact lower extremity injuries are very complex, and are likely 

affected by multiple variables. It must be recognized that footwear traction is not the only 

variable that can have an influence on the injury rate.   

 

While this study added valuable information regarding footwear traction and non-contact 

lower extremity injury, some new questions have arisen. Mainly, the result that 

increasing translational traction resulted in increases in joint loading, which did not 

explain the decrease in injury rate with high translational traction.    
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